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Abstract
Notes Toward a sneaker theory is an exploratory look into the dynamic world of
sneaker culture. This thesis argues that sneaker culture is long overdue greater
scope of academic research, and aims to be a building block in the foundations of
the Sociology of sneakers. By looking a broader scope of the sneaker community,
this work serves to validate the cultural nuances that make sneaker culture worthy of
said further academic exploration. The sneaker is an object of transcendence and
this thesis will greater explore the factors that make them so powerful. The why of
sneakers is an imperative in this research, why sneakers do what they do and what
exactly it is that sneakers do. Notes Toward a sneaker theory is backed by survey
responses of 185 participants across the globe. Their responses provided launch
pads for topics of enquiry as outlined in the table of contents. Sneakers provide for
incredible social and cultural capital, and are canvases in which individuals and
communities can portray identity, and meaning, on both an individual and collective
level. This thesis looks at how sneaker operate in the world of branding, and how
sneakers achieve and maintain the enigma of cool, what makes sneakers elevate to
lovemark status, and why some retro models see contemporary revival. As well as
looking to the almost religiosity of sneakers and sneaker culture through shrines and
worship. The methodology used in this research is a mixed-method approach
consisting of an auto ethnographic weaving of my own personal experiences in
sneaker culture, as well as the analysis of qualitative data from the fifteen-question
survey. In creating this research keeping the academic language minimal has been a
conscious decision, in order to better serve the community that the research has
been based on.
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Notes Toward a Sneaker Theory.
Introduction:
What can be labelled ‘the sociology of the sneaker’ is a newly emerging field,
sneakers up until now having been seen as simple utilitarian and to some point
fashionable, objects. As part of this oversight sneaker collectors – or “sneakerheads”
as they will be referred to in my work, have not been examined via the sociological
lens in any great detail until very recently, even though the community has had a
thriving culture for some time.

Upon entering this small but emerging field of sneaker studies, Yuniwa Kawamura,
Choi and Kim, Bobbito Garcia, Elizabeth Semmelheck, Lemara Lindsay-Prince
among others were the researchers who inspired me. They validated sneakers in
academic study as something beyond vapid consumption, and as more wholesome
than simply economics. The works of these authors are the foundations I positioned
my own work on. They serve also as critical references that bolster the claims from
my research and as definition frameworks.

This work represents my personal endeavours as a sneakerhead to bring academic
validation to a community often misunderstood. While research is sparse, it is clear
that the community is ever growing and evolving and of wider socio-cultural
importance than often recognized1. In beginning this work, I made a deliberate
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The academic research that does exist into sneakers is an excellent foundation, and paving the way
for future work such as this.
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decision to lean away from using highly academic language that had the potential to
segregate my research from the people the research is about and for. As someone
wanting to see a greatly more inclusive sneaker culture, especially as a woman, I felt
it hypocritical to research a community, and write in ways that are not accessible for
as many participants as possible. I want to see this thesis be useful outside of
academia, and to be interesting for sneakerheads to read. It is about them and it is
for them. My focus in this work is rather broad, looking at the sneaker and its
powerful transcendence, looking at branding, sneaker culture, consumers and
identity. This work is exploratory, and I hope to see it scrape the surface to bring
about more specific sneaker research in the future. It thus proceeds as a series of
“Notes towards”; that is, as a series of headings which seek to discuss and expand
certain ideas, topics and issues identified in both the gathering of information including the survey- and those areas for discussion that arose out of survey itself.

First and foremost, the central object of this thesis is the sneaker, and the culture
that stems from sneaker adoration. Sneakers in context here, are footwear made of
leather, canvas, rubber, and a myriad of other textiles and materials. They stem from
early athletic footwear, and have slowly become the casual shoes for the masses,
available in every variety imaginable. Platforms to backless, suede to glitter, black to
neon, the sneaker is accessible to all. Sneaker culture however, is more focused
around the major sneaker brands, and the classic silhouettes, as well are more
limited, rare, and advanced technologies. Sneakers have come a long way from their
basic, rudimentary athletic footwear origins, and sneaker culture is founded in an
appreciation for that journey and advancements, whilst honouring the icons of the
past. Sneakers are unifying and transcendent for people, especially for
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sneakerheads, there is something out there for everyone in the world of sneakers,
and they speak to who we are through the choices we make. Sneakerheads are no
different here, as they bring their own style and choices to the table, but generally
speaking sneaker culture is often based around acquiring pairs with more scarcity
and/or more cultural capital.

Sneakerheads are individuals who are consumed by the excitement of acquiring
sneakers, especially limited and historically charged pairs. For example,
sneakerheads know the accolades of their pairs, and the key points that built
sneaker history, moments in time that changed the course of sneakers and sneaker
culture. Moments such as the waves that Michael Jordan made within the NBA in
wearing banned colour ways, or the Run DMC lyrics that sent Adidas superstars to
international notoriety, they know the New York boroughs that wore which pairs, and
that Puma clydes and suedes, or Pro Keds, or Reebok pumps, may not be en vogue
per se right now - but that their place in the inceptions of sneaker culture mean that
they are pairs worthy of the utmost respect. Sneakerheads know their sambas from
their gazelles, and their dunks from their J1s. They are marked by their attention to
what they have on their feet, and by their noticing of what others have on theirs.
Sneakerheads know the value of their shoes, the stories behind them, and the
historical significance surrounding their pairs. They often understand the design
elements at play, and can even list names of various designers involved in the
inception of the model, or the collaborators working on various re-releases and
redesigns. It goes far beyond the current trends, far beyond the aftermarket prices,
and far beyond simply wearing shoes. It is the community of sneakerheads that
make up sneaker culture, and they are the focal point of this thesis.
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To begin to understand sneaker culture, one must understand the scarcity that
certain pairs entail. For example, it is not uncommon for a store to only receive a
specific model, or colourway of only a few pairs or less, in each size. This means
that usually, the demand significantly outstrips supply. When this happens, like in
any rare collectible market, an item becomes financially worth more than its retail
sticker price. Limited releases form a foundational point in sneaker culture, they
represent something special, standing out, and having to work to access certain
pairs, be that through connections, knowledge, patience, camping out, or even by
luck. A rare or limited pair is like a badge of honour.

For example, I recently purchased a pair of Nike SB Dunks, in a red/white/black
colourway called Chicago Dunks from a store reasonably close to my home. I was
able to run over and secure a pair during a shock drop. These sneakers retailed for
NZ$169.99, their aftermarket, or resell price, is at the time of writing this, sitting at
over NZ$700. Prices of sneakers on the secondary market fluctuate greatly based on
a number of reasons, which will be addressed later in this work. Of course, any item
is only worth what a buyer is willing to pay, but with the low supply and high demand,
sellers almost always come out on top. This supply/demand structure has meant that
people have created an entire industry of sneaker selling on the secondary market. It
is no longer the norm during a lineup for all those participating to intend to keep and
wear the sneakers that they buy. Where this becomes complicated, is the great
divide that becomes drawn in the community, between the profit driven resellers, and
those who want to buy limited sneakers at retail prices for personal wear. Typically,
this breaks down to resellers against sneakerheads. While it can be said that
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resellers are selling to collectors, and perhaps enabling further collecting, it can also
be the reason collectors miss out, because many will not pay the inflated prices of
the aftermarket, be it for financial or moral based reasons. Resellers and the
aftermarket will be discussed in greater detail later in the thesis, as it is a significant
subsection of modern sneaker culture, and very complex to navigate. These in
person events, such as line ups, which were once meetings of like-minded
enthusiasts, are no longer so. Tensions can arise, especially when collectors miss
out on retail purchases of limited pairs to those who sell them on the secondary
market for often massive profits. A pair a collector could easily afford at retail then
becomes out of reach at its inflated price. This divide between resellers and
collectors is touched on often in the survey responses from participants in this
research, from both sides of the divide. Collectors have to make the call, and often
go back and forth between where they sit, about at what point the sneaker is no
longer worth the resale prices. Collectors themselves can be divided sometimes by
retail accessed collecting, and resale accessed collecting. For most, resell access is
a begrudged necessity to participate, within so as to have their most sought after
pairs. This then becomes an economic division, as the market price is affordable to
some, and beyond reach of others. Personally, resell purchases have strict(ish) rules
for me. I will happily pay less than NZ$100 over retail on a pair inclusive of shipping
if it is a pair I am besotted with and have exhausted all retail opportunities on. I will
begrudgingly pay no more than double for very special pairs, especially if they did
not release in New Zealand, which is of course down to personal taste and the
limitations of location. I have never justified paying more than NZ$1000 for sneakers
that are not luxury brands, but as finances change in my lifetime I can see these
price brackets changing. However, I take issue with overpaying for factory made
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goods that already retail for such incredulous mark-ups. It certainly gets easier to
skip resell and move on to the next release as your collection grows, and only really
go back and purchase if a pair is truly haunting you. Again, this comes down to
personal taste, interest in having the shoe of the moment, patience, and most
importantly personal finances. Someone said to me recently, “if he wanted to Elon
Musk, or Mark Zuckerberg or Bill Gates, they could have the biggest, rarest, and
most expensive, hyped and historical sneaker collection in the world, tomorrow… if
they really wanted to” when it can be achieved by simply spending money, but the
difference is that it is not the same as being a sneakerhead and curating a personal
collection that you have worked hard at and is meaningful to you. Simply put, do not
spend the money to impress others. There will always be a bigger ship in the
harbour but that is not why we sail. My sneaker rules are retail always if you can,
resell sometimes if it's living in your head rent free and it will not impact paying your
bills. We all have different rules, a lot of collectors choose never to pay resell
because they don’t like supporting the movement, some only buy at resell because
they don’t ever win raffles, or make it to shock drops or line ups. The aftermarket has
a place and purpose, but is very complicated within the community.

From a producer standpoint, the aftermarket has its benefits and its problems. By
generating hype around specific models and colourways, the sneaker community
drives trends within itself, and often beyond. Where a retro colorway Jordan 1 high
creates hype for the sneaker community, and makes greater waves within the
fashion world as the Jordan 1 is currently amidst a pop culture resurgence as a
model, this ripple effect aids Nike in selling more of the readily available Jordan 1
lows and mids to regular consumers. Hype culture creates big changes in both
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streetwear and contemporary fashion, and we can see the benefits for brands such
as Nike when their limited products greatly influence the success of the more readily
available ones. Resellers, and the concept of a secondary market, means that big
brands have a sell-out assurance, and the stores who sell their limited release
products know that their orders will not be taking up space in their stockrooms, which
is always great relief in regards to production and ordering, as no one wants to be
left with excess and eventual clearance rack stock. Thus, we see even what might
have been deemed more accessible products such as the Jordan 1 lows and mids
selling out and reaching the resell market.

Whether this is all easily justified by supply and demand, or shows that brands could
ramp up production is a matter of opinion. Does the limited release product still have
magic qualities if everyone else has it? Is it special if it's readily available? There is
not really a right or wrong answer. The magic qualities are what separate coveted
sneakers from the clearance racks, from the trainers your Dad buys to mow the
lawns, the je ne sais quois. How do we keep that magic and meet demand without
stimulating an aggressive resell market? Is that even the right answer?

Sneakerheads, resellers, brands, and regular consumers are all going to have
different answers here. I believe, ‘it's just supply and demand’ over simplifies things.
At what point is reselling actually just a cultural parasite? One that seeks to exploit
culture for profit. At what point does the oversaturation of independent sellers in local
markets actually just become barriers for authentic participation? Without profit
margins on top of retail, lineups were a matter of hours, now they can last days. Who
does that seek to exclude from the community, who is able to sacrifice time, who
cannot camp outside stores for fears of safety? It means that those interested in
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beginning their sneaker journey face gatekeeping and exclusion, and this situation
often breeds a certain type of arrogance among those who actively rip off would-be
sneakerheads who have little market knowledge due to the inability to break into the
community. Again, this further fuels tension at the community level, and sees
disruptions in the ways stores have to work harder to see shoes fall into the ‘right’
hands.

These questions are raised often by sneakerheads, sneaker publications, and
various retailers, but addressed in varying ways. Sometimes in ways that punish the
community. For example, to counter resale on products sold, some stores ask
customers to wear them from the store, and some collectors do not like that,
preferring to save new shoes for special occasions. Sometimes it's only being able to
buy your own size, which can make helping others in the community difficult, or
getting special gifts impossible at retail. It is easy for many parts of the sneaker
community to brush the responsibility onto others. If you think about the implications
though, they are throughout the community. We see fights break out in person in
lineups and online in comment sections, sentiments against reselling came up time
and time again throughout my survey, with many admitting having to do so to be able
to get pairs they want. I can understand that, I have sold pairs beyond sticker price to
fund other pairs at resell, otherwise I simply cannot justify some of those aftermarket
purchases. Many have respect for the nature of reselling, those who are cash rich
and time poor for instance can let it go easily. I could pay resell prices more often,
but I do not feel good about doing it. There is also a degree of patience, how willing
one is to wait out hype and to decide how quickly they need the latest and greatest
releases. It has been a part of my journey to learn to wait out the madness. The lines
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blur, when resale purchases are the reason for reselling sneakers, then the point is
less black and white.
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Sneakerhead vernacular
Like many subcultures that adapt their language to their community the sneaker
culture is no different. The community has an abundance of phrases, words and an
increasing amount of abbreviations, which are unique to them or used in a different
way within the culture. This list is by no means definitive, complete, nor am I an
authority. However, an understanding of these words, in a general sense at least, will
be imperative to the further reading of this thesis, and to the responses that
participants have given. As the course of this research went on, these definitions
have been added to and have evolved, as I imagine will happen consistently as the
sneaker culture undergoes significant growth and change.

Sneakerhead Jargon:
● Other words for sneakers: trainers, kicks, creps, jawns,

● Backdoor: Using connections or paying a premium for a limited release
product to a store/owner/staff etc. and procuring limited release product
without having to participate like a regular consumer.
● Beaters: A sneakerhead’s go- to pair that has been allowed to get roughed up
and dirty, e.g. “need a new pair of beaters, I’m about to make a hole in these
vans”.
● Bots: computer scripts and software that give users greater ability to checkout
sneakers on online drops, and/or create them multiple accounts or entries into
raffles. Essentially giving those with bots better chances than the average
consumers.
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● Bricks: Sneakers with no resale value, possibly even going for less than retail
price.
● Collab: As in fashion, collab is simply an abbreviation of collaboration. An
increasing majority of limited release sneakers these days are collabs. Brands
work together to design a sneaker which represents both brands and reaches
new audiences. For example, Bape x Reebok, New Balance x Salehe
Bembury, or Nike x Acronym.
● Colourway: When models such as the Jordan 1 or Yeezy 350 have almost
infinite colourways available, it is easier to refer to the shoe by its colour way
than by the model name. Abbreviated to CW often. There are a plethora of
red Jordan 1s, but only one obvious Bred Toe 1 or Chicago 1.
● Cop or Drop - A positive/negative binary usually used in reference to one and
other, similar to ‘hot or not’ when talking about a pair of sneakers, e.g. “What
do you think of the latest yeezys cop or drop?”
● Cop: To cop is to purchase.
● Deadstock: a pair that is fresh in the box, unworn and unmarked.
Abbreviated: DS.
○ DSWT - deadstock with tags. Occasionally a store might cut tags of
limited releases, so this specifies a seller still has original tags attached
to their pair.
○ PADS - Pass as deadstock if you were not told otherwise you would
think they were deadstock, implies a sneaker is in excellent condition.
○ VNDS - Very near deadstock, also implies a sneaker is in excellent
condition, perhaps only worn 2 or 3 times.
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● Drip: contemporary term for style, usually in reference to urban fashion. Not
exclusive to sneaker culture, but used a lot within it, e.g. “she has the newest
jordans and a gucci belt? That’s drip”.
● Flex: Another one not specific to sneakers, but used a lot in the context of
sneakers. Having something desirable, and being noticed for it. Not
necessarily showing off but could be. E.g. “look at them flexing those box
fresh Jordans”.
● GR: A general release, in reference to the amount of stock and which tier of
retail stores will have the release for sale. GR being the opposite of a limited
release, however a GR can still sell out, be hyped, and have resale value.
● Grail: a collector’s dream pair, definition varies. Theoretically an almost out of
reach type of pair e.g. very old and elusive, very expensive, or otherwise
unattainable.
● Heat/Fire: Positive description for something, not exclusive to sneakers, e.g.
“Those carmines are fire in person”.
● Hypebeast: A collector who only cares about hype sneakers and often also
hype fashion.
● Limited release: Various brands have different ways of referring to limited
launch products, QS or Quickstrike is Nike’s. Limited release products are
more likely to be the ones with resale value, and are usually the type of shoes
that are in fashion.
● OG : Original, usually in reference to historic colourways e.g. “Breds are OG
Jordan 1s”. Also used to denote condition of a pair for sale e.g. “OG
everything, all in box, brand new” which means the shoes are brand new and
have all the extras with it such as laces, hang tags etc.
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● On ice: is keeping a pair deadstock for a long period of time, often this is a
spare pair and a collector will have one that they wear, and one on ice for
once the worn ones are ruined.
● Pick up: usually in reference to a new purchase e.g. “look what I just picked
up on sale”, commonly abbreviated to LPU - latest pick up.
● QC: Quality check. Usually used in referring to a sneaker having passed QC
that still has notable flaws. E.g. “Nike’s QC is getting worse and worse these
days”.
● Raffle: Obviously not a sneaker exclusive term, but in the context of sneakers
the raffle is for right to purchase, not for a free prize as raffling usually infers.
● Retro: A pair in a particular colourway that has been released before, usually
iconic pairs.
● Rotation: the pairs that at any one time a collector is wearing frequently e.g.
“these white air force ones are going to be featured heavily in my spring
rotation”.
● Shock Drop: Is a release method done for limited pairs, without the use of a
raffle or a line up. A store makes a surprise announcement that a pair is now
available, and it is simply a race for sneakerheads to get in and get a pair.
● Sleepers: Sneakers that have not been given huge community attention,
usually someone is calling a pair sleepers because they have them and think
they deserve more hype. Sleepers can ‘wake up’ in terms of people suddenly
all wanting them, and prices going up with that. An example would be the
Jordan 1 fusion red, it was a relatively easy cop and the quality is beyond that
of all other pairs released around the same time but it’s colour way has meant
many have been uninterested, thus I believe it to be slept on.
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● Undeadstock: the opposite of deadstock, used as a verb you can actively
undeadstock the sneakers, but they do not become undeadstock, they
become used or worn. Abbreviated: UNDS
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The work already done: academic and
otherwise
There is a lot of focus within the sneaker culture on the sneaker culture, but
academic research is sparse. Whilst sneaker culture has its own publications,
magazines, blogs, podcasts, web series and the like2, the academic sphere has
been slower to the uptake. What I encountered within academic takes on sneakers
was mostly about the economics of the resell market, there was also some focus on
the influence the media has on cultural and racial identities of young people. There is
some work into the gendered breakdown of sneaker culture, being carved by some
excellent scholars. Consumer theory of course expresses interest in sneaker
collectors, in terms of understanding consumption habits3.

“While it is certainly reasonable to acknowledge that today the “value” of
sneakers has little (if anything) to do with the human labor used to create
them and that brands are highly adept at imbuing sneakers with value through
linking them with abstract notions for their own ends, it is also true that

2

Including: Sneaker Freaker magazine, The Complex Sneakers Podcast, Full Size Run, Complex,
Sole Collector, Hypebeast, High Snobiety amongst others.
3
For more on this see: Rubini, A. (2010). Role of Brand in Consumer Behavior: case How
Sneakers Have Turned into Status Symbols.
Chow, Y. S. (2020). The Influence of Social Media on the Purchase of Sneakers by Male
Undergraduates (Doctoral dissertation, Tunku Abdul Rahman University College).
Chu, J. (2020, July). Factors Affecting the Purchase Decision of Sneakers in Post-90s Consumer
Groups. In International Conference on Applied Human Factors and Ergonomics (pp. 480-487).
Springer, Cham.
Sassatelli, R. (2007). Consumer culture: History, theory and politics. Sage.
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consumers have themselves further fetishized the sneaker for their own
cultural and social purposes” (Denny, 2021, p. 463).
Denny’s work on the sneaker marketplace offers significant analysis of the history of
sneakers and great insight into the resell marketplace. The inception of Notes
Toward a Sneaker Theory was based on the lack of social theory amongst a lot of
consumer theory on sneakers and sneaker culture.

Fashion is widely researched, as far back as Simmel (Simmel, 1957), but there are
gaping holes in the sneaker canon to date. Notes Toward a Sneaker Theory is my
foray into the why of sneakers, these culturally loaded shoes. The ins and outs of
what sneakerheads are a part of. The power and transcendence of sneakers and
their branding. How they are so eloquently both intensively individualised, but also
incredibly unifying. Sneakers are tools of identity, and they hold a special power over
those who passionately collect them. As sneaker culture grows rapidly, more
academic research into the community and their consumption will create pathways
for better brand consumer relations, as well as validate the authenticity of the
community in wider society. Sociologically, researching sneakerheads is part
sociology of everyday life, part sociology of fashion, and part subcultural research.
The fact this research had 185 responses to the 15-question long format answer
survey, is testament to the community who not only show support for the community
they care about, but responded with well thought out and interesting ideas that show
the desire to see sneaker culture thrive.

I grappled with the idea of this research for a while, being a participant of sneaker
culture, I worried my personal opinions might skew the way it turned out. Seeing how
overwhelmingly the responses to the survey aligned with so many of my own
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thoughts and ideas really lit the fire in seeing this work through. So many
sneakerheads felt unheard by the brands they support, so many felt there could be
more just ways to participate in limited releases, so many felt that the erosion of the
culture within the sneaker community was the direct cause of profiteering, and that
gave me great sense of purpose in my work.

Looking at the work of Yuniya Kawamura in her Sneakers Fashion, Gender, and
Subculture, I was inspired by the realisation of just how many female sneakerheads
like myself were out there. If it warranted research I was sure I must not be an
anomaly, and sure enough I put myself out there online, and found an incredible
community of female sneakerheads. It turns out we are all over the world. Work like
Kawamura’s led me deeper into sneaker culture, via Instagram, and ultimately made
me better connected to other collectors. The intersection of sneakers and the digital
world/social media, is a very powerful one in sneaker culture, allowing collectors to
find one and other, and forge real world friendships and community. I know this to be
true from personal experience, I found some local friends on Instagram through my
sneaker page, and together we began a group chat with other local sneakerheads,
which have come to be real world friends of mine who I spend a lot of time with and
talk with often. I hope my research might somehow have that level of impact on a
fellow sneakerhead one day as Sneakers Fashion, Gender, and Subculture had on
me. The validity that academic work brings to a subject, can be so impactful outside
of academia, and sneakerheads are worthy recipients of such interest.
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Lemara Lindsay-Prince wrote her MA thesis4 on female sneakerheads, and as a
publicly available work via the University of East Anglia, it was a huge inspiration for
my honours thesis on female collectors. Lindsay-Prince’s contextualising explained
my own sentiments

“As a female enthusiast myself, we are quite rare – you probably know a
couple others, or you can count them on one hand. Sneaker culture as a
whole is a predominantly male space, so I wanted to find other women like me
and discuss how they exist / navigate a male-centric space”, it is an
interesting intersection, that of women and subculture, often swept to the side
as minority participants” (We Are Parable & Lindsay-Prince, 2013).

Work like this is important and validating, and within the survey, I had an incredible
response rate from female sneakerheads around the world. In June of 2021 I
reached out to Lindsay-Prince on Instagram, letting her know the profound affect her
work had on me, and its ability to validate my own endeavours researching the
women of sneaker culture. In September of 2021 I heard back from her, and she was
excited to hear the work was still relevant to contemporary research, as sneaker
culture has grown and changed so rapidly. I intend to keep that line of
communication open, as she has an incredible career as a commissioning editor at
Penguin Random House #Merky Books, and could be a wonderful sounding board
for this type of work. Sneaker culture is new to the academic world, and publishers
with experience researching it, are likely very few and far between. I have always
4

Lindsay-Prince, Lemara (2013) “Wanna hear my voice, look at my feet!” How Female Sneaker
Aficionadas Negotiate their Femininities and Identities Within a Male-centric Subculture. Masters
thesis, University of East Anglia.
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considered the possibility of compiling a small photo book almost Humans of New
York style, highlighting the queer people in sneaker culture, and their stories as
minorities among the super gendered boundaries that sneakers are surrounded by5.

5

This would provide a great exploration into the ways sneakers can be used to break gender
conformity expectations, and give a minority portion of the sneaker community a place to express their
experiences. As the sneaker community is so founded in masculinity and in heterosexuality, it is
important to make space for the other participants who are part of the tapestry of sneaker culture.
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So this survey…
Notes Towards a Sneaker Theory was built off the back of a 15-question survey. See
appendix 1 for survey questions. Every participant was presented with a set of the
same questions, but none were compulsory to answer. I used large scale text boxes
to encourage longer responses and ideas. I wanted to get people’s real thoughts and
ideas about being a part of this unusual community of people who care more about
what's on their feet than the average person does. As expected, some people had a
lot to say, and some had very little to say. It is also important to remember how large
the portion of the community is who would have seen the word ‘survey’ and scrolled
right past. This is all to be expected. How often do we encounter requests for
feedback, after consumption experiences - be it shopping or dining, or after
entertainment experiences - and choose to say nothing, even when we might have
critical and constructive feedback, or praise?

I plotted the map below to remind myself of the all the cities in the world I saw
responses from. It reminded me of how many people were interested in my work,
and how important the sneaker communities help has been in writing this thesis. This
map served as great motivation through covid lockdowns, fatigue, and general selfdoubt. The global spread of responses still astounds me as my world in Christchurch
New Zealand often seems so small. Another testament to the transcendence of the
sneaker, and the enthusiasm of the sneaker community.
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Image author’s own.
Outside of academia this research could be easily manifested into a documentary
series, or a podcast. Talking with collectors, brand managers, designers, store
owners, and the like. However, a lot of this content already exists, and so the reason
why I chose to do research on this community through a university institutional
framework truly comes down to my perceived validation that academia brings to
subculture. A survey means that all those who see it have the choice to chime in, to
make their ideas part of the public work, and I like the equalising that comes with
that. Perhaps even if this work did not have to go through an institutionally-required
human ethics approval process, I still would have done a very similar survey, and it
could be interesting to see if a survey sent around without consent forms and
academically worded information sheets would have made much difference in the
types and quantity of responses that came back.

The first block of the survey was a word association section. Participants were given
brand names and asked to write any words or phrases they associated with them.
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The categories were Adidas, Nike, Jordan, Yeezy, and a brand of their own
choosing. These brands were chosen because they are the biggest players in the
sneaker game. Both Adidas and Nike, and their major sub brands Yeezy and Jordan
brand. The fifth box in which participants could choose their own brand, did not
provide excellent data, many did not specify the brand they were referring to, and
several chose brands outside the sneaker-sphere, so the frame of reference was not
entirely useful. However, this taught me a lot about being specific when asking
questions that are gathering word association type data, and about how to best set
up similar questions in future work.

The data that came from this, will be surmised via one Adidas exemplar, as shown
below. The remainder of the word association data may be tapped in future work, but
for Notes Toward a Sneaker Theory, I did not discover enough meaningful
storytelling in the quantitative breakdown approach of word association.
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“In the space below, please write any words you associate with: Adidas”, was the
prompt that returned the above keywords. Many people went into more complex
detail, some listed key figures in the Adidas corporation, such as designer and
collaborators, many listed Adidas models and silhouettes, icons and more
contemporary takes. Some participants gave emotional responses, or told stories.
The diversity in answers is why I kept this question and the other word association
questions broad. They do not have to be adjectives, or nouns, or long answers to be
valid. I found patterns and interesting titbits by looking at the breadth of answers.
Some were more obvious and others unexpected.

Looking at the Adidas data in the table above, Kanye and Yeezy are mentioned 3.62,
and 8.36 percent of the time, a collective 11.98 percent of the time when you take
into account that Kanye West and the brand that is Yeezy can often be referred to
interchangeably. This is not 11.98 percent of responses referring to Kanye or Yeezy
but 11.98 percent of the total words in the total responses were Kanye and Yeezy
when the responses were put through software that splits the answers by white
space breaks - such as a space, a comma, or full stop usage. Suddenly what seems
like a low number is so significant, not the percentage of respondents who mention
these categories, but the categories' weight in the total word count.

A response might be “When I think of Adidas I think of Kanye West, Dame Lillard
and James Harden. Nikes little brother” like Grayson, where Kanye West is two of
the eighteen words used, coming in at 11.11% of his response. Which is right in line
with the average, Grayson did not mention the Yeezy line which many participants
who did not explicitly mention Kanye West, opted for instead. The name of the
designer and of his line seem to be reasonably interchangeable.
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The second powerhouse in the Adidas vernacular is boost/ultraboost, coming in at
9.02 percent of responses. Clearly a technological advancement that the brand has
leaned on heavily in recent years, and it is hard to see why not. Sneakerheads,
athletes, and casual consumers alike, are enamoured with its comfort and style.
Boost technology has quickly risen to fame and is holding strong in reference.
Looking at the low percentages of reference to other key stakes in the Adidas
catalogue, the ultraboost seems likely to remain a power player next to the Yeezy
brand for Adidas consumers. Interestingly, the branding power of the three stripes
has held a high response rate at 9.02 percent. Again, this is 9.02 percent of the total
words occurring in answers. Whether their descriptions go on to be positive,
negative, personal stories, or simply lists, that frequency is phenomenal. Beating
Kanye West, and Yeezy as separate phrases, and not behind on them as a duo.

A question of large scale importance to myself as a sneakerhead, and undoubtedly
to the industry, was around the role sneakers play in contemporary life. I was
expecting responses touching on ideas of form and function, of fashion, identity,
status and power. “A way to both feel good about yourself and signal to others in the
know that you’re in the club” said Aaron Ruby, illuminating the insider mentality of
sneakerheads, who are not only participating and performing specific footwear solely
for themselves, but for select others who also are in the know. MzRizk also
responded with similar interest in the ability for sneakers to act as connectors “sneakers are a mode of communication, they start conversations. In a world that is
focussed on a digital life, getting the nod and having a conversation with strangers is
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lovely”; perhaps our footwear not only expresses our individual identity, but also acts
to signify our belonging to this community.

Sociologist Emile Durkheim's big idea of totemism - arising from early forms of
religious worship – explain in his The Elementary Forms of Religious Life
that by worshipping the totem, members are actually worshipping society
(Durkheim, 1915). Thus, they are reminded that society is more important than the
individual. Along this train of logic, sneakers hold huge totemic qualities. By
worshipping our own sneaker collections and pairs, we are worshipping the culture of
sneakers. We know that sneaker culture is more important than our personal
collections, but the shrine style ways in which we display collections of sneakers,
pays a personal homage to the culture and society of sneaker collectors. Positioning
sneaker icons like Michael Jordan6, Tinker Hatfield7, Kanye West8, Peter Moore9,
and Bobitto Garcia10 as gods within the framework of owning their designs and their
signature models, and as authorities on their various speciality subjects, we as
collectors and fans get to feel as though we have a connection with them. This issue
of what I can term the religion of sneakers gets raised at various points throughout
this thesis and is discussed in depth in the section: The sneaker rituals. Religion of
kicks.

6

Namesake of Jordan brand, hugely influential in paving the way for athletes and signature shoes
becoming name brands.
7
One of the most famous footwear designers. Designed Air Jordan three through to fifteen, as well as
the Air Max 1.
8
His self-titled Adidas Yeezy line, one of the most significant developments in modern sneaker
culture.
9
Iconic footwear designer at Nike, specifically noted for the Air Jordan 1 and Nike Dunk.
10
A cultural aficionado of sneakers, hip-hop and culture. A DJ who was there as it all began.
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Methodology
In planning this project, I realised the research would allow for both wide ranging
data, and in-depth responses if I opted for both surveying and interviewing as
research methods. This meant I could read a lot of responses to survey questions,
assess those who gave responses that reflected a consensus, and shortlist interview
candidates off of them. That way I could probe interviewees for further analysis and
reflection based on their survey responses, and tailor the unstructured interview to
suit them.

A major point of contention in this thesis in general has been finding balance
between meeting the needs of the academic framework the research is set in, and
also meeting the needs of a community which is grounded in elements of aesthetics.
Simply put, if the survey or the interview process felt too ‘uncool’ it would grossly
deter participation. I was constantly aware of this balance, and often defeated by it.

I fully intended from the inception of this research, to intertwine some of my personal
experiences in sneaker culture, in an ethnographic style to fully offer explanation,
examples and bring a sense of reality to the ideas raised in the work. Writing this as
a participant of sneaker culture, and as a self-identified sneakerhead, allows me to
identify certain topics in need of addressing, and allows me to connect with the
participants with insider status. Insider and outsider relationships affect social groups
differently, in this particular instance, it means that participants do not need to clarify
or define what sneaker jargon means, most importantly it allows them a sense of
ease in that I understand their hobby/lifestyle/priorities, and will not pass judgement
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in ways an outsider to the community might. Hopefully this insider status means the
participants are more relaxed and more open about sharing their thoughts and ideas
with me as not only a researcher, but as a fellow sneakerhead. The power dynamic
at play between researcher and participant should be slightly more balanced
knowing I am ‘one of them’ - and not simply ‘using’ their knowledge and experiences
for personal gain, but for the advancement of the community we belong to. Author of
Fan, Cornell Sandvoss backs up the insider research argument claiming that
“scholars failing to display an adequate level of knowledge about fan cultures and
texts they explore raise suspicion amongst their peers and fans alike” (Sandvoss,
2005, 5).

I expected the survey to be complicated, especially as someone who has very few
technological skills. However, the biggest thing to note has been the sheer number
of potential participants who exited the survey before looking at the questions. For
every respondent who submitted answers, there were easily three who filled in their
name and quit out of the survey. Obviously, life can get in the way of tasks like this,
but my hunch lies with the perception of academic work, and the way information
sheets and consent forms can seem overwhelming to participants who simply want
to ‘talk’ about sneakers. Obviously, that is part of the parcel of the framework of a
thesis, but it leads me to wonder how things could be different if the survey was
presented in a more modern/urban way, and had none of the daunting information
from the get go. Information sheets, letterheads, consent forms and signatures all
make something that might have been approachable - i.e. questions about sneakers,
feel very formalised and school-like. This raises questions whether, for certain types
of research especially fan/ street research it needs such formalized and detailed
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consent and information forms if it might become a reason not to participate. There is
also the issue that in such cases as this research the ‘paperwork’ is not indicative of
deeply personal or invasive type of questions, but simply protections for the
participant and the researcher – and, of course, the university. Alternatively, simply
the time required to put into answering questions thoughtfully might just be time
many cannot afford in the time poor modern lifestyle. It is hard to know exactly why
potential participants exited the survey, but in future work I believe making every
effort to encourage participation during the whole experience is very important.

My survey was built on the University of Canterbury qualtrics platform, and shared
on my sneaker Instagram page - @annabellesneaks, as well as R/Sneakers on
Reddit and The Kickz Stand and Sole Central NZ on Facebook. After passing ethics
approval, the survey was live from Friday February 12th 2021 for one month. The
survey was closed at the one month mark as it had surpassed my goal of 100
responses very quickly, and it was decided any more would be an overload.

A problem I encountered during the initial days of the survey going live was a
qualtrics system process that after 1 week shifts all the partial responses that were
not ‘submitted’ (and thus not intended by the participant to be submitted) from the
“responses in progress” section, into the “recorded responses” section. This meant I
had to manually delete over 150 responses which were affected by this. Fortunately,
after that first week, I found the fix for this problem, and was able to edit the survey
process.
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I intended on adding an interview component to this thesis, to build upon the
answers given in the survey. When planning I anticipated I would get somewhere
around fifty responses, but with the 180 odd surveys that were completed, I
ultimately felt that interviews, while making for a richer dataset, would actually be a
data overload. Instead of reaching out for interviews, I have the option to just reach
out over email and clarify or ask for more information, without the paper trail, and
rigmarole of a lengthier transcribed interview. If this research gets taken further in
future work, by design of the survey, I have left the option open to reach out to the
willing would-be interview participants in the future. I believe that would make for
interesting work when approaching more specific questions than this thesis is
focused on. For example, interviews around sneakerheads in resell would make for
interesting research, and the survey participants from this work sit across the board
of the resell spectrum. Another future project could be research into what
sneakerheads want from brands, and could be of great assistance in getting sneaker
brands in tune with their grassroots audience, and their sneakerhead consumers. I
would wager that as the sneaker market and thus the sneaker community grows - as
it appears to be doing rapidly, that brands would benefit from this in-depth consumer
research. By nature, sneakerheads are quite performative, and naturally like to share
their thoughts and ideas, as they share their shoes and their passion for sneakers.
While interviews have not been necessary to acquire data for this thesis, I believe
getting participants to return for interviews would be easily achievable, and an
excellent idea for future endeavours. I hope to be able to execute such research in
my future, and be able to give back with thoughtful sneaker focused content in
publications, and in helping guide informed changes for sneaker brands to better
serve the community that hold them in such high regard.
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In terms of having learned from the survey, and its construction, I would have liked to
be able to use a platform that was not as restrictive aesthetically, in terms of the
university branding, braiding, and template that qualitrics provided. If I had the
funding, time, and technological know-how, I would prefer having a survey that had a
sneaker related aesthetic, and a more modern flow to it. By this I mean designing a
more aesthetically pleasing, and graphically appealing template, with smoother
transitions between questions and the changing of pages. To be able to give the
survey the same feeling of cool that sneakerheads chase would I believe greatly add
value. This would have given the survey some more cultural capital in terms of
legitimacy, and the ever important ‘cool’ factor that piques the interest of
sneakerheads. I had great ideas of this in the inception stage of the project, and do
not doubt that in the future this might be possible but, as noted, doing such research
within a university institutionalized frame can be restrictive and, it seems, off-putting
for certain possible participants. I also found the sheer data load the survey returned
to be quite overwhelming to work with. Of course, I opted for very open text answers
instead of response selection, and thus this came with data that requires a lot of
reading, and is difficult to summarise. I believe that various changes to survey
formatting might have allowed me to have a data set that was easier to work with. I
have learned what I would change for future survey building from this process.

From this work I have further ideas that would benefit research to greater understand
the sneaker community and its culture. Perhaps these would benefit better from a
lens of research not under the institutional guides of academia, perhaps ventures
into docuseries, podcasts, and short form video format for social media sharing. A
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sit-down interview, table talk style with a Nike board member, a Nike collector and a
Nike designer, asking questions around the power of the brand, what consumers are
missing, what the board needs to know, a meeting point for the culture, the grass
roots consumers, the collectors and the visionaries. This is something I envision, and
I know that enthusiasts like myself would tune in, because so much content currently
available to sneakerheads is so insipidly surface level and lifeless. More about hype
flexes, and flashing money, unboxing the latest whatever, or shopping. The
storytelling is missing, the real level of connection in sneaker content is missing.

An active decision in the survey construction was the wording of the name section:

Screenshot taken from survey template:

In implicating the name given would be the one used if any quotes were taken from a
participant’s response, they are given free range to use any name they choose, and
many opted for interesting ones beyond a first and last name. Some example
included what might be Instagram handles inclusive of the @ symbol, others more
abstract potentially screen names or game handles. Many just opted for their first
name, and whether or not that name is a chosen pseudonym or their real name is
not in the scope of knowledge for the researcher, or necessary in facilitating a way
for them to share their authentic thoughts and experiences in sneaker culture. This
was intentional, as I know many on the Instagram sneaker community would want to
use their Instagram handle, as it is a source of pride for many, and likely how I would
choose to identify myself if answering a sneaker survey also. It is small nuances like
this that give agency to participants, who can opt in on pseudonyms and choose
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their own all in one answer, or not. These types of decisions, such as also using long
format text boxes for open ended questions, give the participants control over how
much or how little they share, and what way they choose to write.

In thinking about this body of work, I consistently thought about how it was going to
work to serve the sneaker community. How I wanted to act as a voice for them
through this and through future writing. Getting samples of community members’
ideas via survey allowed me to revise time and time again, how to think on a
collective level. Recently I was in a shop picking up a pair I only heard whispers had
been released. I went in and asked the sales associate because there was no sign of
them on the shelves. She went out the back and bought me a pair, and I asked if I
could take them out of the box and have a look, something I do not typically do when
I am in a hurry, but that day I did. They were lovely, I had a look at the leather, and
the stitching, making sure there were not any major flaws. I heard a young girl
behind me go “oh my god” and her and her father were standing behind me peering
into the box with me. “We better get you some of those!” the dad said, and suddenly
the three of us were all hyping up this purchase the girl only got to make because I
asked a few questions. I question the information privilege in the sneakersphere,
obviously the longer you’ve been around the easier to find out what's happening and
where. But that day, I saw a young girl, who was clearly interested in this wave of
sneaker culture, and without that chance encounter would be one of the young
women who get made to believe sneakers are some impossibly expensive
commodity, ripped off by someone online who picked up the shoes as easily as I did.
That further excludes women, especially young women, from the community that
sneakerheads outside of the reseller market are a part of. That girl represented to
me the way I felt coming into the sneakersphere. She might not have thought about
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the encounter as much as I did, but it resonated with me, how powerful your network
is in this community, and that getting in, and feeling a part of it, can be really very
difficult. Especially as a woman, and especially if you live outside of the main cities.
That saw me, in my journey turn to online community, which in turn has fostered
incredible friendships, and incredible offline community.

We all start out looking for just one pair, and those chance encounters can be what
helps us find them. I’ve been reminded how impossible the sneaker world seems
from the outside looking in, reminded of how I felt on the outside of it all, reminded
how powerful knowledge is, and how we can all help grow this community with
positive impacts. My methodology is greater than this thesis, it first and foremost is to
see the betterment of the sneaker community, the empowerment of women within it,
and the strengthening of the link the major brands have with the sneakerheads who
support their vision. Sneakers provide freedoms, and represent an emancipation
from the status quo, for women also an emancipation from gendered expressions
and styles, they allow a freedom of individuality, and a link into another world.
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Sneaker Shrines
I think one of the purest examples of the adoration of the sneaker, and the sneaker
culture in summation, has to be sneaker rooms. These are of course a massive
privilege, and are scaled in various ways specific to an individual’s capacity to spend,
collect, and store their sneakers. There are companies who sell storage crates,
stackable and transparent, which are some of the most common ways to curate
one’s own personal sneaker shrine. The sneaker shrine is an aspiration of younger
collectors, to one day have a room dedicated to their collection. A place to go and sit
amongst their treasured possessions, and pay homage to the sneaker, to the
designers, and to the culture. To curate a display, and decorate a room, dedicated to
the sneakerhead and their taste. A dream come true for many, and a personal goal
of mine.

Towards the end of this research project I reached out to some friends who have
given me photos of their shrines, and given permission for me to share them below.
What felt important to me in asking regular sneakerheads for these photos instead of
looking to the glitz and glam of celebrity and influencer sneaker rooms, was to
highlight the everyday life enchantment that the sneaker has the power of.
Sneakerheads are more than the sum of their collection, and whatever the state or
size of that collection, they have something to be very proud of.
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Left: Wharepapa’s sneaker shrine. Right: Josh’s black and yellow display. Images
participants own.

Left: Jack’s sneaker shrine. Right: Nia’s sneaker wall display. Images participants
own.
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Some of the most common types of displays are typically storage crates like Jack,
Nia, and Wharepapa. These allow for ease in addition to the quantity on display, and
shield the shoes from dust and debris, more premium brands of storage crate even
offer UV protection to prevent the ageing process. A display case like Josh’s is
another common move for smaller amounts of pairs, often along with other
collectibles to display, or to showcase collection highlights. Another example not
photographed is the iconic white shelves. Ikea lack shelves, billy book cases,
storage cubes, are all frequent flyers in the sneaker shrine world. They look
excellent, but require a lot more cleaning, and offer little protection to the collection
on display. These typically mean the sneakerhead gets more of a visual scope of
each shoe and can be better for space efficiency.

Left: @sallysneakers Right: @michaelbabylon, photos publicly accessed via
Instagram.
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No matter how you display it, the sneaker shrine is the place to go to worship what
you already have, which is an important act in a culture fuelled by borderline
competitive consumption. It can be very gratifying to step back and see what you
have already, and how much room your collection might have to be able to grow.
Shrines are places for excitement, worship, reflection, gratitude and awe. It is
humbling to bring another sneakerhead to see your shrine, and share in your
passion for the collection. The term shrine is not one the community uses to
reference sneaker collections and displays; however, it is one I have found to be
incredibly apt.
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Sneakers as Storytelling
The above data, the quantitative data, is well and good. It serves purposes on
spreadsheets, and in reports, it helps measure success, create metrics and
standards, but it makes little room for the emotions and the feelings that storytelling
entails. Sneakers are tools for storytelling, sneakerheads make choices in their
footwear to tell others who they are, what they are paired with, how they lace them,
and style them says something big, or something small, but they speak nonetheless.

What the quantitative data, the percentages and the figures miss are the stories.
People who describe the shopping experience, how they felt, what they saw, the
smells and the emotion. Anticipation, tension, excitement. Even anger, fear, regret
and disappointment. The numbers do not show the depth of such visceral moments.

Storytelling is already an intentional marketing tool11, and it would be remiss to
exclude that here, as sneakers are still a commodity. However what sneakers can
offer as the vehicle for storytelling as opposed to being a part of a narrative story is
rather remarkable.

We see collaborations reach peak consumer excitement when they tell a story, for
example the Pink Pig and Gulf Nike SB dunks that “reference high-horsepower

11

For more on storytelling marketing see:
Pulizzi, J. (2012). The rise of storytelling as the new marketing. Publishing research quarterly, 28(2),
116-123.
Dias, L., & Dias, P. (2018). Beyond Advertising Narratives:“Josefinas” and their storytelling
products. Anàlisi, 47-62.
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designs used on Porsche and Ford models, respectively. In this case, think of the
Dunk Low’s suede upper as the body of a car, specifically that of the Porsche 917/20
and the Ford GT40. The shoe’s colorways, meanwhile, represent storied liveries of
each vehicle. Like sneaker colorways, liveries are special designs of race cars that
include distinct colors and other details such as numbers or corporate sponsors—not
unlike the co-branding often associated with footwear collaborations (Jones, 2021)”.
The consumer is no longer just attracted to the sneaker on a level of aesthetics but
on the basis of what they represent, the stories they tell about racing and design.
This particular pair, the Pink Pig, I purchased for retail and gave to a friend who not
only had interest in the car racing world, but whose nickname is bacon related.
Without the storytelling done so well by Steve Petellier the Nike SB senior product
line manager and the design team, then that pair would not have meant much
beyond the surface. It is not one you look at and immediately get the references,
until you look at the stitching and toward the more subtle design choices, with the
whole picture, you get a really innovative sneaker that tells a fun story. Stories are
the factor that elevates the sneaker, from simply footwear to cultural mementos.

The “Pink Pig” Nike Dunk SB low. Image via Nike.
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Sneakers have the ability to start stories, and conversations, the ability to share
ideas and interests with the world around you. Social Status, an American sneaker
boutique collaborated with Nike on the Chocolate Milk Dunks, and Strawberry Milk
Dunks, in mids and lows for adults and children respectively. The two colourways are
reference to the flavoured milks available in the government assistance lunch
programme that feeds children in American schools who live in hardship. The
sneakers have a joy to them, something nostalgic about the flavoured milk that many
children will recall fondly, they show an appreciation for the lunch programme, and
nod to the happy memories children have in receiving the beverage, as well as
targeting a certain community who share that background. The sneakers highlight
the way we can find light in the darkness. “Beyond challenges and circumstances,
The journey to Free Lunch is always a ride. This story isn’t unique, it’s one of many.
There’s joy in the struggle.” - https://www.socialstatuspgh.com/pages/free-lunch

James Whitner of Social Status holds community close to his heart, and has taken
tangible action time and time again to better improve his community, and allow
opportunities to the underserved.
“He has used the combined reach of all of his businesses to educate people
on the topic, keep the pressure on lawmakers and the topic in the news cycle,
and, perhaps most important of all, give back to the community in the form of
events, workshops, and charitable donations” (Gorsler, 2021).

Beyond this particular sneaker launch, Whitner represents the future of the sneaker
industry, as not just creating aesthetic or functional products, but ones that facilitate
discourse and social change.
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“But the storytelling goes deeper than just a government assistance program
— one that is ironic in the sense that it alleviates a tiny portion of the burden
of inequality, while also existing purely because of said social inequality. Its
existence is good, while its necessity is a symptom of social and political
failings” (Gorsler, 2021).

I read this quote, again and again, my own privilege swirling in my mind having never
struggled to access a school lunch. These sneakers have the ability to not only fund
positive social changes via Social Status’ projects, but to start these discussions
amongst the sneaker community and beyond. For footwear to spark discourse
around the social failings of needing free lunch programmes, and the importance of
free lunches to alleviate families from the pain involved with struggling to feed
themselves. A Ma Maniere - another store under Whitner’s The Whitaker Group, has
also designed a shoe in homage to mothers, as Whitner himself said ““I was raised
mostly by my mother and my grandmother. A lot of Black men in that era were
brought up and taught how to be men by these strong women. This collection aims
to show the importance of Black women. Not the ones you might see on social
media posts, but the mothers, grandmothers, aunts that largely go unseen and
unrecognized.” (Dwyer, 2021). The Jordan 3 was called Raised By Women, and
focuses on simplicity, subtlety, and luxury. A sneaker designed for women, that ran
size inclusions for men. Whitner is vocal about letting go of gendered design; “The
primary purpose was to make something for women to get really excited about, but
also something dope that the fellas would want. [A Ma Maniére] is rooted in a luxury
street experience, and we’re really attuned to that ethos — which enables us to
design freely, without overthinking.” (Dwyer, 2021).
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It is apparent through these two exciting releases, that Whitner is an excellent
storyteller, sneakers are his vessel for societal and community focused
conversations and action. The stories he shares are simple and powerful, but
ultimately, they are personal and authentic. Later on, I will explain more on the
importance of authenticity as legitimacy, and about collaborations done with respect.
I believe that Whitner displays the ultimate example of innovative collaboration. Both
the Free Lunch dunks and the Raised By Women Jordan 3 have huge cultural
capital, they are authentic to the collaborator, and meaningful to the community.
When I say that a collaboration requires a respect for the consumer, that really
translates to a well thought out and executed idea, that tells an authentic story, there
is nothing lazy about Whitner’s work and I intend to follow his journey closely. Using
one’s success to benefit the community, especially as the sneaker community
becomes gentrified by resell is a really positive change in the status quo.

“So in order to make products stand stronger,you gotta tell
meaningful stories. When you have those two things and they go
together perfectly, you have a happy marriage” - James Whitner” (https://www.gq.com/video/watch/my-life-in-sneakers-gq-my-life-insneakers-the-whitaker-group).
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Social Status Free Lunch Dunks. Image via Social Status website.
https://www.socialstatuspgh.com/pages/free-lunch

A Ma Maniere Raised By Women Jordan 3. Image via HighSnobiety.
https://www.highsnobiety.com/p/ma-maniere-nike-air-jordan-3-release-date-price/

There are a myriad of other examples of storytelling within the sneakersphere. The
community responds well to clear storytelling coupled with functional and beautiful
design. None quite as simple yet superb, as the Air Max 1 Sketch to Shelf pack.
Which tells the story of the sneakers' own design. If a shoe can be introspective then
the Sketch to Shelf is just that. The Air Max 1 was designed by Tinker Hatfield, and
the Sketch to Shelf pack reflects the designs he drew up prior to the model’s release
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in 1987. He was influenced by the borderline infamous Parisian building the Centre
Georges Pompidou which is externally framed by all the typically hidden interior
functional and structural elements. It was a controversial one that inspired Hatfield to
expose the bubble in the rear of the Air Max 1 silhouette. The sketches on the
Sketch to Shelf pack detail the vision Hatfield had, and the story telling is impeccable
yet incredibly simplistic. One pair seems reminiscent of a simple sketch, white the
other a nod to blueprints used in design and construction. For an Air Max 1 collector
these are the ultimate nod to the design hero that sneaker culture can thank for the
Air Max 1 - Tinker Hatfield, and an incredible display piece paying homage to an
iconic silhouette.

Air Max 1 Sketch to Shelf pack. Image via HighSnobiety.
https://www.highsnobiety.com/p/nike-air-max-1-sketch-to-shelf-release-date-price/

Furthermore, another storytelling Air Max 1 pack is the Day and Night Pompidou
which is an homage to the building that inspired Hatfield in the original Air Max 1
design. It ties in very subtly to the building’s own colour pallet, and uses the stitching
to further indicate the exterior pipework of the Centre Pompidou. The building was
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the epitome of going against the grain, and the Air Max 1 in exposing the air unit in
the sole, was following suit. The storytelling again in this homage to the Centre
Pomidou is very simple, and unlike the Sketch to Shelf pack, incredibly subtle.
Homage is a storytelling element used a lot in sneaker design, especially on
silhouettes that have been around for a long time, or on newer silhouettes paying
homage to older ones' famous colourways.

Air Max 1 Pompidou Centre Day/Night pack. Image via Sneaker News.
https://sneakernews.com/2018/09/10/nike-air-max-1-by-day-by-night-release-infophotos/
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Pluralists and Brand Loyalists
Within the realm of sneaker collectors, there appears to be two distinct styles of
collector, the loyalists, and the pluralists. Loyalists and pluralists appear to come in
different intensities, some loyalists are simply brand loyal, preferring to only collect
within one specific brand, whilst more intense loyalists collect only specific models.
Pluralists are collectors who are without brand or model loyalties, and buy across a
range of models and brands. Intense pluralists might be those who buy hyped
sneakers, and general releases, from both the major brands, and also smaller less
known brands. By assessing the diversity, or range of a sneakerheads collection it is
quite easy to make assessments of brand and model loyalties, or pluralist
tendencies.

Many sneakerheads take years to work out where their preferences lie, in terms of
loyalties. Many follow pop cultural tendencies, which are implicitly financial
allegiances by the celebrity with a brand endorsement. We are told one brand (often
in an Adidas/Nike binary) is better than another, because directly or indirectly those
telling us what to consume, have a financial stake in us doing so. So, these celebrity
loyalties are not often as powerful as they might appear on the surface, and we are
in turn not as ‘like them’ when we emulate a choice that we do not have the same
financial stake in.

Lyrics inferring a pick a side in sneaker culture:
● "checks over stripes, that's what I like" Drake in Travis Scott – ‘Sicko Mode’
● “Yeezy, Yeezy, Yeezy just jumped over Jumpman” Kanye West – ‘Facts’.
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● “Reebok baby? You need to try some new things, have you ever had shoes
without the shoe strings” 12 Kanye West in ‘Run This Town’ – Jay Z
● “I’m classic like the Air One’s, the hustler shoe. That’s what I’m accustomed
to” Nas in Rakim, Nas, Kanye West & KRS-One – ‘Classic (Better Than I've
Ever Been)’
● “My Adidas, only bring good news. And they are not used as felon shoes.
They're black and white, white with black stripe. The ones I like to wear when I
rock the mic” Run DMC – ‘My Adidas’
● “Give me two pairs (Cause) I need two pairs (So I) can get to stompin' in my
Air Force Ones. Big boys stompin' in my Air Force Ones” Nelly – ‘Air Force
Ones’

Loyalty, outside of celebrity influence, is really impacted by one's experiences with
purchasing, wearing, and styling certain pairs, brands or silhouettes. Air Max 1s are
a silhouette that have a lot of exclusive loyal collectors, and New Balance and
Jordan brand are brands that experience similar levels of explicit loyalty. These
collectors do not purchase outside of said brand of silhouette, this then illuminates
the idea that this particular silhouette or style meets the most criteria for their
personal collecting than any other brand of silhouette can. That criteria is dependent
on the person, but such strict boundaries allow for an easier time in budgeting for
sneakers, as they are not looking beyond their singular silhouette or brand
preference. It also allows one to acquire a very in depth collection, if you are only
spending money on Air Max 1s and not on any other models, you are likely to

12

This references West’s Adidas Yeezy line, which has famously made changes to traditional lacing
systems.
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eventually end up with almost all the interesting pairs available, and thus a very
comprehensive collection of Air Max 1s, instead of a less comprehensive diverse
collection. I would reckon that a lot of niche collectors do so for the aforementioned
reason of a singular comprehensive collection. Sneaker brands hit the jackpot in
loyalists because they have a long-term consumer who will almost blindly return time
and time again.

Brand pluralists are harder to lock down. I identify amongst the pluralists because I
am not loyal to any one particular brand or any particular silhouettes. Of course I
have preferences, but not ones strong enough to mean I will not shop outside of
them. Pluralists are the sneakerheads brands are trying to convert to loyalty, or at
the very least frequency. By listening to sneakerheads and making them feel their
needs are being met, in terms of meeting demand, and making chances fair for
access, then brands are more likely to convert a pluralist toward brand loyalty.
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The Sneakerhead - Common
Characteristics
The sneakerhead is at its core a simple being, similar to a fashion enthusiast, and a
collectible connoisseur, a hybrid of the two perhaps.

There is a shift in aesthetic priority that is recognizable in a sneakerhead. While most
consumers purchase shoes that will be versatile in their wardrobe, sneakerheads
however, purchase clothes with the consideration of what sneakers they will go with,
not the other way around. Daniel Gomez gets that, “...my outfits are put together
from the feet up”, and he is not alone, I am guilty of similar routines myself. I think
about the sneakers that I have worn recently, the ones that have been neglected for
a while, and try to keep the variety up. Clothes are important to me, but often
decided based on what sneakers I want to wear.

My daily planner not only organises my life, but also keeps my sneaker rotation in
check. Each day I write in my ‘KOTD’ which is the common abbreviation for ‘kicks of
the day’, and use the weekly list to inform my footwear decisions for the following
week. I try not to wear the same sneakers within the week, and try not to repeat any
of last week's sneakers the following week. A lot of sneakerheads work on weekly
rotations, which for sneakerheads with very large collections, serves both
organisational purposes - but also reminds them to continuously explore their own
storage spaces, and find and re-find forgotten or hidden pairs. I have, at the time of
writing, about 70 pairs of sneakers, and so it is easier for me to keep tabs on what
pairs to wear than for many with even larger collections. Unless using some sort of
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storage system such as sneaker crates, most sneakerheads keep shoes in their
boxes. Personally, I currently have an Ikea lack shelf which at 7 shelves perfectly
holds a week's rotation.

Lack shelf weekly rotation week of Monday the 21st of February 2022. Image
author’s own.
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When the week is over they go back in their boxes, which is not the norm for regular
consumers, who do not often keep the shoe boxes for any of the shoes they own.
The boxes, whilst being also practical for storage and stacking, as opposed to a
giant pile of sneakers, also provide beautiful design. Many limited releases have
special design boxes which separate them from the mainline boxes. Keeping the
boxes, and keeping them in tact is a fundamental part of the sneakerhead
experience. The smaller details matter, what you do with spare shoelaces, and the
paper stuffing or shoe inserts. Do you keep the paper in the shoes or use shoe
trees? Spare laces in the boxes or a box full of spare laces? We all create our
routines here, and storage is a big part of that individuality sneaker culture is proud
of.

What makes the sneaker community interesting here, is what I term the
transcendence of the sneaker. We all have different collections in terms of size, type
and expense, we all come from different backgrounds, different socio-economic
brackets, different ethnic, racial and cultural groups, and increasingly different ages,
but the sneaker unifies us. That is, the sneaker and being a sneakerhead transcends
our differences. I know for a fact without a passion for sneakers I would have had no
other reason to ever encounter people who are now some of my closest friends.
Finding someone else, when you thought you were the only person who was
obsessed with something, is the most relieving and exciting feeling. Having a group
to discuss release information, wish lists, grail pairs, and share stories with, is what
turns a collective consumption habit into a culture.

The strength of a community comes down to the makeup of its members, in
sneakers authenticity creates the cultural capital that gives sneakerheads legitimacy
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in the culture. To be deemed authentic and thus legitimate as a sneakerhead is
multi-faceted with ever evolving requirements. To some authenticity is down to
knowledge, longevity, passion and effort. However, there are increasingly more
avenues which can brand a sneakerhead illegitimate, for example reselling can see
an individual deemed as not ‘for the culture’, buying replicas is another type of
illegitimate act, and then there are the more nuanced understandings such as ‘cross
contaminating’ brands - e.g. wearing Nike socks with Reebok sneakers. Among the
older generation of sneakerheads, the branding of inauthenticity is typically directed
at those who are younger and rookies within the field, perhaps claiming expert
status. Across both the younger and older generations those who use sneakers as a
profiteering endeavour, and who buy, sell and wear fake sneakers are some of the
most commonly branded with illegitimacy. Whilst reselling is an undeniable offshoot
of sneaker culture currently, and potentially a subculture in its own right, it is not
necessarily a part of the sneaker culture itself.
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Some think points based on participant
responses
MsRizk made a comment regarding their reason for being a sneakerhead “Sneakers
don’t discriminate based on size, they are a welcoming part of an outfit” which has
really struck a reflexive chord with me. As a woman who struggles with body image,
and being a plus sized person, I had never considered my sneaker obsession as my
way to negotiate the fashion world without feeling conscious of the way something
will or will not come to fit me. Sneakers and footwear more broadly in the essence of
function, welcome people whose bodies are not welcome in the world of normative
fashion. There is such democratic potential to the sneaker, it is all encompassing
and inclusive beyond measure.

“The brands market scarcity as luxury. Subsequently they build upon the
physchology (sic) of getting limited release shoes like a gambler pouring money into
slot machines for that 1x payout if you're lucky to get a W.” - David C. This is an
incredibly important point, where the overlap lies for scarcity of limited releases, and
acquiring them as luxury items, we see a change in mentality as consumers. Factory
made sneakers from athletic companies hardly quality to be valuable into the
thousand dollar plus category, but by limiting the supply to completely disregard the
significant demand, the sneakers then take on the qualities of high fashion and
luxury items, rare and special to own, and worth a fortune - at least on the
aftermarket, but without seeing any sort of increase in quality or significant consumer
experience. Consumers then try and try and try again, waiting for that elusive win.
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Leon Haiu expressed a “guilt” that his sneakers redirect funds toward himself and
away from his family, and that he “should be saving money”. Items that taunt with
limited and exclusive status, are hard to deny once you are already in the culture.
Fear of missing out heavily comes into play when you cannot walk into a retail store,
try on a pair, think on it, and come back to purchase. Your window of opportunity to
own is narrow, so you risk regret by not taking it.

Matthew Cook on sneaker collecting “... it can drive partners nuts, or worse - make
them sneakerheads too”. Many participants mentioned the implications their hobby
has on their significant other, or their family. I can relate to ‘creating a monster’ so to
speak. My own partner has fostered a healthy interest in the latest and greatest of
sneakers… albeit with far greater restraint than myself. How we incorporate others
into our hobbies, and try to share our interests with loved ones is so innately human.
Something that brings us such joy must be shared, intimate partners pique their
interest when they see how a pair of sneakers can create joyous and meaningful
interactions with strangers, how they garner compliments, and eventually after
watching their sneakerhead enjoy such moments, many find themselves interested
in these powerful footwear too. A sneaker evangelist if you will, convincing them of
the security of value that limited sneakers hold, and the almost insatiable demand
creating excitement to own, really captures people's interest. My family's interest is
growing here too, and so is the interest of the families of my sneakerhead friends.
We often talk about the joy of getting a parent or sibling into a cool pair of sneakers,
and having them learn more about our hobbies and get some joy from the same
things that bring us joy.
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All these ideas above, shared from participants in the survey, would merit full bodies
of work in themselves. I would like to give further effort to those topics in the future,
and have given them mention here to begin to build that discourse.
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We can’t talk kicks without seeing
gender
I have a very small following on Instagram, not even micro-influencer level. However,
a sneaker focused account, of authentic pairs only, of a woman, based in New
Zealand specifically, these all put together have meant I have been offered a handful
of opportunities. I have noticed a hugely gendered pattern to these opportunities.
Free pairs of sneakers have always been women’s pairs, while in a news article I
was a part of I was the only woman interviewed. Sometimes I look at the male
counterparts getting the same opportunities I do, and feel I am simply being offered
for diversity's sake. I say yes, I want to build a community, and I want to encourage
more women to join the sneaker world, but it can be frustrating. Recently I was
asked by New Zealand’s branch of arguably the most famous sneaker retailer on the
planet, if I might consider a gift of a pair of sneakers - which comes with the
unspoken expectation of some digital content shared on Instagram. I was beyond
excited, that was the opportunity of all opportunities, I enjoy the creative outlet, but
being seen and recognized for your interests is beyond rewarding.

After discovering the pair was an excessively feminine pair of platform sneakers, I
felt so disheartened. Not only did I not like them, and they were completely off brand
to authentically post, I felt as if the aggressively gendered ideas of brands and
marketers that so many female sneakerheads push back against in sneaker design
were all I was needed for in their eyes. This was the first opportunity I declined,
explaining that this pair did not fit into the types of things I post, and that while I love
some women’s sneakers, I knew, and they probably knew too, this was no pair for a
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sneaker collector. At that point, I did not feel seen as a sneaker content creator who
was also a woman, but I felt primarily seen as a woman that could maybe get away
with posting this pair online because she likes sneakers. I know if my platform was
not in New Zealand, or if I were not a woman, I would not get any opportunities like
that at all, simply because of how niche the audience is, and I am grateful for the
recognition, but it feels so inauthentic to accept the situation at face value. I am sure
that I am not the only woman in the sneakersphere who feels like this. Female
respondents in the survey had a variety of opinions around gender, in questions that
did not directly prompt such specific topics. Being a woman in sneaker culture, like
any minority participant in a group, is an added layer of pressure to prove oneself.

There are some excellent voices working for women into sneakers, especially in the
brand collaboration sense, and while it is better than it has ever been there is a long
way to go. Women are often rendered invisible in the discourse surrounding
sneakers, and have to make extra effort to be seen as equally knowledgeable or as
legitimate as their male peers (Lindsay-Prince, 2013). In many subcultures this
gendered imbalance is present. Lindsay-Prince looks to the work of Jenny Garber,
who asks five questions to gage the role of women within subcultures
1. Are they present but invisible?
2. Where present and invisible, are their roles the same, but more marginal than
boys, or are they quite different?
3. Is the position of girls specific to the subcultural option, or do their roles reflect
the more general social subordination of women in mainstream culture?
4. If subcultural options are not readily available to girls, what are the different
but complementary ways in which girls organize their cultural life?
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5. Are these in their own terms subcultural?
(McRobbie, 2000, 14)
Using these five questions to build a framework in approaching her afficionada13
research, Lindsay-Prince questions where subculture might not necessarily be
entirely subversive of mainstream social norms. While often subcultural work is so
centric around the youth culture experiences of men, the experiences of women can
often tell a whole other story and provide for fascinating research.

In terms of female invisibility within subcultures, these questions aide a researcher or
reader to “challenge the traditional view that subcultures are inclusive separate
communities that subvert traditional mainstream values” (Lindsay-Prince, 2013, 15).
Lindsay-Prince went on to explain that, like myself in my own research, she is an
insider to the sneaker aficionada community she was researching. So as a fellow
female sneaker aficionada, when I read Lindsay-Prince saying that “despite the
various outlets of knowledge and ways of showing you are a part of the subculture,
what is apparent is the considerable lack of attention paid to female participation and
the denigration of the knowledge of women who do take part”, I wince a little,
reminding myself that her thesis is almost a decade old, and somehow that lack of
attention, and denigration of women’s knowledge feels like it has hardly caught up
with the times (Lindsay-Prince, 2013, 16). Of course, in the nine years since this
work was done, the sneaker community has grown exponentially, and the female
participants have thus increased too. The digital world has blossomed, and in some
ways, that has benefitted women a lot. She notes, as many do in the world of
sneakers, the contrast in sneakers being widely understood as a male activity, while

13

Term used by Lindsay-Prince to reference a female sneaker expert. A feminised play on aficionado.
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shoe shopping with the typical reference to high heeled shoes, is socially considered
an extremely feminine pastime.

“How they utilize a pair of sneakers for expression and resistance, and how they use
sneakers to play with the conventional definition of femininity and create their own,
are evident.” (Lindsay-Prince, 2013, 17). In my past work, which was a small look
into the female sneakerhead, I was resoundingly concerned with being seen as
simply a sneakerhead before being seen as a woman in the community. I learned
during this research, that while in the discipline of sociology I have taken on some
powerful critical thinking elements around social structure and social norms, and I
expected most participants to think about these things in a similar way to myself, the
reality of responses was a more pragmatic criticism of the realities of being a woman
in sneaker culture. Respect became a keyword, participants knew they were worthy
of respect, and were quite frank about it.

•

“Long story short, I am very well respected whether you like me or not and
that’s what it matters when it comes to sneakers which is respect” Anonymous

•

“It’s a male dominated industry but I’ve been lucky enough to gain the respect
of my male peers” - Anonymous

The category of the sneakerhead is what is transcendent, being female or male or
non-binary is secondary. I felt this in quite an overwhelming sense, along with the
pride that people have in sneaker culture, when I was conducting the research into
female sneakerheads, and constantly being asked by men when I was going to do
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research that they could also participate in. I did not feel that to be in any negative
way, trying to steer the discourse back to them, but it felt really like they were excited
by the idea of participating in research into the world they love. In the responses to
this research I felt that same love for community and sneaker culture. Beyond the
activity of collecting, there is an identity we build as sneakerheads, and clearly one
people are enthusiastic about sharing and talking about. I have learned this is big, I
knew that feeling to be true for myself, and thought maybe I was a bit fanatical, but it
seems to be the consensus. Giving these voices, and their knowledge some
academic validity has been my main driver in this work, as it was in my work on
female sneakerheads: Sole-She-Ology: Female Sneakerheads and Identity (2019),
and that mini-thesis has been an invaluable springboard, taking the findings from the
minority portion of the subculture, and further inquiring in the wider sneakersphere.

Women are present and significant in the sneakersphere, and actively working to
project their voices and raise them up as equals is both the responsibility of the
brands that serve this community and its wider group of participants. It is listening to
the needs of women to be treated as women and not little girls, as many sneakers
released for women are done so in aggressively stereotypical designs based round
pink, glitter, platform soles, etc. Many women in the sneaker community are tired of
that lack of effort. In terms of sizing, if a men’s release does not go small enough for
smaller footed women, they are often left to the children’s or youth releases, which
while being more affordable are also notorious for being of a lesser quality.
Inclusiveness in sizing would solve a lot of problems for a lot of female
sneakerheads. It is not only the physical factors of the sneaker that impact women’s
place in sneaker culture, release methods and collaborations are also portions of the
culture that need attention in regards to their interest toward women. Many women
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express difficulties with overnight lineups for safety (and also hygiene concerns - I
have seen men urinate in car parks due to lack of facilities, and women cannot as
easily ‘make do’), and so while the recent shift to majority raffle releases was due to
Covid-19, this has given women, and others who feel uneasy about lineups, a fairer
and more equal chance at copping limited pairs. Finally, collaborative choices are
almost always male athletes, designers, artists, musicians etc. We are beginning to
see significant headway for women in the sneaker design and collaboration realm,
and that progress has been long overdue.

Outsiders ask questions like ‘really another pair of shoes?’ and insiders ask
questions like ‘wow! Where did you get those?’ This was a point I reinforced in
previous work, where we learn how to subtly express our insider or outsider status
through the way we comment on what we see (Giesen, 2019). I often will go out of
my way to compliment another woman on her sneakers, because giving women the
respect they deserve in this culture is important to me.

Kawamura speaks of masculinity in her book Sneakers: Fashion, Gender and
Subculture, referencing the safe space which sneakers have historically held, for
men to be interested in fashion, without crossing into typically feminine territory.
“Boys and young men are attracted to sneakers because wearing the exclusive pair
gives them a solid identity as a male in a society where identities are fluid… they feel
they are literally wearing masculinity on their feet” (Kawamura, 2016, 80). Women in
the culture are literally confronting that masculinity, both in concept and in reality, as
they purchase ‘men’s’ sneakers, and adapt them into their own style, embracing the
blend of femininity and masculinity. This is slowly reaching both ways, and likely was
not an occurrence when Kawamura and Lindsay-Prince were doing their various
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research. Now, it would not be uncommon or unthought-of of for a particularly good
women’s release to have men looking to purchase their equivalent size. In the same
thread as women feeling left out when men’s sneakers do not release an inclusive
size run for the smaller footed women, men are now feeling the same way when
certain women’s releases do not reach the larger men’s foot sizes. That is fertile
ground to start discourse with the men of sneaker culture, to be able to understand
the plight of women in the sneaker sphere historically, it brings forward discussions
of universal sizing, and inclusive availability for the smallest feet to the largest ones,
regardless of the gender.
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I asked about contemporary life
What do sneakers do? Are they made of gold? Why do you need so many? Don’t
you have enough? You could buy a car with all the money from these? I don't get it.

We know you don’t. Most of us like it that way. “Other than for their true intentions,
sports, they are very much part of characterizing who you are” - Peter Moragiannis.
However, by dismissing the everyday items in one’s life as meaningless, we are
actively missing out on the bigger picture. “I'd say there's no such thing as "just
footwear". It's "just a chair", or "just a bed", or "just food". It's massively undervaluing
a massive part of your day-to-day life” says Leon Avery, and sociology is on his side,
the day-to-day is amongst some of the greatest discourse in social science. The
sociology of everyday life is fundamental in understanding the complexities of
structures and systems in place in various societies and communities.

A question of mass importance to myself as a sneakerhead, and undoubtedly to the
industry, was around the role sneakers play in contemporary life. I was expecting
responses touching on ideas of form and function, of fashion, identity, status and
power. “A way to both feel good about yourself and signal to others in the know that
you’re in the club” said Aaron Ruby, illuminating the insider mentality of
sneakerheads, who are not only participating and performing specific footwear solely
for themselves, but for select others who also are in the know. Perhaps our footwear
not only expresses our individual identity, but also acts to signify our belonging to
this underground community.
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Sneakers therefore operate variously as a vessel of expression, of individuality, of
community, “...They are a form of status, they can also identify you as part of a
subculture” - Peter Moragiannis. Subculture. A loaded word in sociology, in any
discourse really. Sneakers as a subculture, might seem far-fetched to some, but for
the sneaker community the shared tastes, lifestyle choices, customs, interests and
rituals, position it as a thriving and rich subculture, one that’s membership is easily
displayed and identified by other participants. We chase the knowing look from
another collector after looking at one and other’s shoes in passing, the nod, the
eyebrow raised, the subtle ‘I see you, and you see me’. It’s rather intimate, and
respectful, done without needing to say a word.

That positive communication is heralded frequently in the responses to this survey,
the power of sneakers as tools to gain props from others, gain respect, and put
yourself in a positive light is very powerful. Leon Avery told a story that many
collectors can echo;
“I used to get picked on for wearing Slazenger Velcros to PE... I bought my
own pair of trainers (bright red and silver Nike Roshe Runs) after saving for
months in 2012, and instantly started getting positive recognition for them. I'd
effectively reinvented myself just by changing what was on my feet. It gave
me some well-needed self-worth, and over time evolved into a love for the
shoes themselves, rather than the way they made me feel.”
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Collectibles
Everyone has some sort of vice. An outlet of energy, or creativity, projects that are
on-going, those non-essential expenses that add up. For some it’s lifestyle spending,
on meals out or activities, concerts, experiences. For others its art, cars, records,
baseball cards, stamps, these are the types of ‘collections’ we think of, and well,
sneakers, are just another example. What makes them different to those
aforementioned collectibles is wearability. Unless you wear a sign that says ‘I am a
collector of modern art’, you go about your daily life without outwardly signifying your
membership. Sneakers come with you, their unique appeal as collectibles begins
with the function they offer. First and fore mostly, they are bits of leather, canvas,
glue and rubber, that protect, provide comfort and support, and keep our feet dry and
warm. Secondary is the creative, artistic, and ability of the sneaker. To elevate
beyond the duality of collectible/art piece or a functional and practical piece is the
interesting factor in sneaker culture.

In many survey responses, participants used cars as comparisons to explain their
hobby to others who do not understand it. “if you get bored of them, then somehow
their value has still gone up. Try and do that with a car.” said Leon Avery, and many
others echoed this idea of sneakers having asset value, in order to justify what on
the surface may appear to be excessive and vapid consumption. The typical
consumer has an understanding of financial value, as Evan put it, “The easiest way
is just to emphasize the idea of it being a collection and making note of the monetary
side as this allows them to connect value and understand why someone would be
involved. Explain the culture more deeply can be difficult as they haven't done
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research...”. This shows how under capitalism, even those who do not understand
can be convinced by the premise of a profit.

Respondents were explicitly aware that their hobby could be perceived as unusual to
normative consumers, and people outside of the subculture. However, they were
ready to explain and stand up for the deeper meaning behind their chosen collection,
Arete likes to use the “horse girl” and “car guy” analogies in explaining the
enthusiasm that sneakerheads have, because as Scott noted “everybody has a
passion or interest that goes beyond the average regular person… We are all nerds
about something” and these types of analogies make this ‘unusual’ subculture easier
to understand in the frameworks that are more common in social discourse around
hobbyists and collectors.

“They are a passion just like other people are into cars or horses! It’s a part of
fashion millions of other people enjoy and take part in daily, sneakers are the
most important part of an outfit!” - Abi

“It’s like being a collector of anything... If you’re into cars or even postal stamps..
collecting is collecting” said Jed Buencillo. Enthusiasts were making salient
comparisons again and again, in effort to validate collecting sneakers, and assimilate
the activity of collecting sneakers into the broader definition of other collectible
hobbies. “So yes sneakers are just shoes but its much deeper than just leather to
some people” - Grayson, and that ‘some people’ is us, the sneakerheads.
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Megat Othman highlighted the magic of the resell value “it's like holding an intrinsic
social value that's worth as gold and art. A wearable art that even if you wear it the
value is still more than the original value”, not many consumer goods are worth more
than their initial retail price tag once they have been worn and used. Not that your old
beaten up tennis shoes are worth what you paid for them, but collectible pairs like
Jordan 1s and other models ‘en vogue’ which have an aftermarket value greater than
the retail price, hold value even when worn. Even a beaten-up pair of old Jordans or
Yeezys might still see you recuperate majority or a significant portion of your initial
retail investment on them.

However, a significant portion of responses made claims emphasising the ‘if you
know you know’ mentality which keeps sneaker culture shrouded in the allure of
‘coolness’ and mystery...
•

“I don’t even try” - J4

•

“I'd just change the subject, what's the point of preaching?” - Simon Williams

•

“I don’t because if they don’t understand it’s not worth explaining” - Ben
Johnson

•

“Just not tbh. Nobody gets my obsession.” - Ebe

•

“I don’t.” - Dan Te

There is of course no universal explanation for the types of responses, some
sneakerheads simply do not want to explain themselves, others might be
embarrassed, or the social situation might be inappropriate. It is important to
consider how often finances come up around sneakers, and talking about money,
especially money that can be seen as frivolously spent in such a context as sneaker
collecting, can make people uncomfortable.
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Bobbito Garcia is an icon in the sneaker-sphere, a self-described “reformed sneaker
fiend” who was a part of the golden age of sneakers, in the place where the culture
all began - New York city (Garcia, 2013, 13). Garcia’s book “Where’d You Get
Those” is an homage to the New York City sneaker culture from the 1960’s to the
late 1980’s. A time where mega-chain stores did not dominate the market, before
reselling, and when a new release was truly earth shattering. When there was no
general release and limited edition, just new models and colourways were dropped
in regular sporting goods stores. The text is a crucial history book for sneakerheads,
whenever I read it, it evokes a strong sense of longing in me for a time when I was
not even alive. “From ‘75-’78, sneaker brands started releasing more models… It
was the emergence of choice, and the emergence of the sneaker connoisseur went
hand in hand with this development” (Garcia, 2013, 59). In the contemporary
sneaker world, choices are so abundant to the point of overwhelm. One model will
come in hundreds of colourways, and several variants of the same model exist, and
release in packs frequently. Limited drops happen somewhere between daily and
weekly, and general releases just as frequently. The turnaround times are
staggeringly different, no longer are you left pining for a pair you missed out on,
because another is so closely behind. Choice has exploded and thus the need to be
selective is more important now than ever. Garcia describes the emergence of
connoisseur of the mid 70’s, which in concept has not changed. Those who know the
name of the model, the brand, the correct colour names, the history, the
iconography, the player/designer/artist connected to a specific pair, and who feel an
inherent passion about sneakers.
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It sounds as though the connoisseur of the 70’s and 80’s was not defined as such by
their personal collection, but were proud of what they have. Community driven,
community minded, more about interactions and connections, about being present
instead of online. Who purchases the thing they like without regard for the opinions
of others. Maybe a lot has changed.

“Any sneaker conglomerate will tell you they don’t make them like they used to”,
Garcia writes, and he is right not only do they not make them like they used to, they
don’t release them like they used to, or quality control them like they used to (Garcia,
2013, 13). In 2013 Garcia stated sneaker sales had gone up 300% compared to the
two decades prior, and undoubtedly in the almost decade since, sales would have no
doubt continued to soar. Sneakers even in mainstream consumer culture are
increasingly popular footwear options, as we see formal attire in workplaces, and
general societal dress codes lean toward a more casual aesthetic.

Fandom is another layer that sneaker culture is embedded with in contemporary life.
There is a certain escapism in being a fan. Fandom comes with community, and
friendships, fandom is a comradery, and an endless point of discussion. Jennifer
Otter Bickerdike, a fandom scholar specialising in music fandoms, discusses and
explores the uptake in fandom during the decline of religion in her book The Secular
Religion of Fandom.

The relationship between fan and the idol is usually heavily weighted toward an
“unusually high levels of non-reciprocal emotional dependence” and sneaker brands
are often the idol in this dynamic, the sneakerhead is one of many and part of an
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almost infinite demand, their individual worship is hardly noticed and practically
unknown to the brand (Otter Bickerdike, 2016, 17). The fandom is only growing too,
increasingly I am asked about my sneakers more often than ever, and by more
different kinds of people than I ever have been. This is where fandoms get
interesting when they start to boom, some participants want to be part of something
small and underground, others relish in the popularity of what they love.
Understanding why sneaker culture is growing is complicated, and boils down to two
broad categories. Firstly, the changes in fashion and mainstream footwear are
seeing huge lean-ins toward casual, athleisure, and streetwear styles across the
board, this naturally moves sneakers to the forefront of footwear in fashion. This has
meant huge shifts in sneaker popularity, and the rise of the aftermarket, thus creating
luxury status and gaining new consumers typically under the luxury branch. This also
greatly builds off celebrity influence, as rap music and hip hop culture has become
some of the most significant trend setting in popular culture. The other category
which sees sneaker culture growing is digitization, through access and visibility
online sneakers have become easier than ever to access - at a cost of course, but
the internet has given huge rise to the sharing and interconnectedness of sneaker
culture, no longer does one need to know the local store owner and camp with the
usual collectors to be able to amass a sneaker collection. Instagram has become
quite central to the contemporary collector, in not only community finding, but also in
access to information regarding sneaker drops both direct from stores and from
speculative media. In essence sneaker culture has become less ‘underground’ than
it was pre the internet, social media and online shopping. The growth is only
expected to continue, as the increase in collaborations allow hype sneakers to reach
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more and more diverse audiences, one of the biggest flow on effects of collaborative
capital.
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Retailers
The retail sector holds a lot of power in sneaker culture. While the big brands are top
of the totem so to speak, the retail stores are not far behind. Stores operate on tier
systems, only those with elite tier accounts receive the most limited products, lower
tiers will receive some but not all limited products, and low tiers will receive little or
no limited release products. A store has to be able to shift more than just the hype
drops to see their status rise. Retailers answer both to their customers, and to the
brands that they stock. If a store is seen to underperform, or handle limited releases
in a bad way, then their various accounts can be compromised. For most stores, this
means they have a large investment in seeing sneakers sold to people who intend
on wearing them, and are seen to be selling these through fair methods, and not
backdooring stock. Some powerhouses such as Footlocker, Size?, and JD Sports,
which cover global markets, receive some of the largest stock levels, and are not
held to such rigorous standards within the community. This says a lot about the way
we socially treat big businesses, and often to the detriment of small businesses.
There is however, a great movement within sneaker culture to ‘support your local’ as
they have been time and time again the spaces and places where authentic sneaker
culture thrives and is given space to be.

It goes beyond the actual sneaker consumption that retail outlets have responsibility
to uphold. There is no denying that consumer misbehaviour has a place in sneaker
culture. When a product is intentionally supplied to not meet its demand,
sneakerheads, resellers, and all other participants, can find themselves amongst
chaos. The retailers have the responsibility of creating as safe, and as sensible a
release as they can. Otherwise, left unregulated, lineups, in-store raffles, first-come-
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first-served, and other styles of in person release, can cause mild misbehaviours
such as hoarding, intimidation, and brawling. In some more extreme cases sneaker
releases have seen grievous bodily harm, robbery, and even murder14. All over
sneakers. So that pressure is on retailers to not only keep sales of limited products
as fair as possible, but also to provide a safe as possible experience for consumers.
In the wake of Covid-19, this also means a safe experience in regards to hygiene,
mask usage and social distancing adherence. This has meant a lot of online
methods of release, which leaves room for botting and other digital ways to cheat the
system. All in all, these retailers acquire a huge workload in the plight to sell limited
sneakers.

Outside of this project, I have spoken with people who have both worked during
consumer misbehaviour, and who have been customers involved in such things. One
young man spoke about being harassed by a reseller posse, when he asked why
they had multiple empty chairs, and was threatened at one point that his teeth might
be knocked out if he persisted. Another woman spoke about working as a shop
assistant, and being followed on her lunch break when she went to cafes, where
aggressive consumers would confront her asking for release information. Both of
these stories are not uncommon, but the retailers in these instances chose to update
their release methods to raffles with updates rules around pick up times and specific
entry terms. This is also however, an indirect association to sneakers having a resell
value.

14

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-52271936
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/public-safety/trial-of-16-year-old-charged-with-killing-teen-overair-jordan-sneakers-begins/2018/07/13/f689c6f4-8699-11e8-8f6c-46cb43e3f306_story.html
https://www.complex.com/sneakers/shoe-palace-melrose-employee-killed
Just a few more recent examples of sneakers leading to a loss of life.
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Sneakers as political
“The cultural meaning behind sneakers is a constantly evolving dialogue between
the people who produce the sneakers and the people who wear them.” - Elizabeth
Semmelhack (Chrisman-Campbell, 2016). The people who wear them, who hold so
great a power, often cease to see their collective power, because we often spend so
much time thinking on an individual level.

“Nike released a new Twitter ad that appeared to declare sharing “opinions about
politics” to be a distraction from what their shoes are ostensibly designed for: going
running. Whether a bipartisan appeal to the election-weary or an attempt to forestall
a New Balance-style scandal, Nike’s apolitical stance rings hollow given the history
of the footwear they sell: Sneakers have always been canvases for political
commentary and projection, whether or not brands want them to be” (ChrismanCampbell, 2016). As though consumers can simply ignore the political climate that
surrounds them, and focus solely on their athletic endeavours and buy shoes, and
buy shoes and buy shoes, it was a seemingly crude attempt to stay neutral in times
of political turmoil, and it did not sit well with consumers. Look for example, to the
black American man, a central figure in sneaker culture, and a central component in
elite sports in America. He cannot simply ignore politics, and political opinions, when
the state of politics actively impacts his ability to move around safely and freely. In
their attempt to avoid a scandal, in the wake of Neo-Nazis claiming New Balance as
the ‘official shoes of white people’, Nike simply seemed to want to squash any
discourse that put sneaker brands in a position of accountability. As ChrismanCampbell argues, sneakers have simply always had political ties. Sneakerheads
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swoon over images of Obama on the basketball court, and have always paid
attention to the sneakers that were deemed good enough for the president, but it
goes deeper than that, to the meaning assigned to various sneakers for a variety of
reasons. “Over the last 200 years, sneakers have signified everything from national
identity, race, and class to masculinity and criminality; put simply, they are magnets
for social and political meaning, intended or otherwise, in a way that sets them apart
from other types of footwear” (Chrisman-Campbell, 2016). Sneakers were once an
option of only the elite, and used foremost for tennis, symbolising their privilege of
leisure time. Then sneakers became notorious, as the criminally minded saw their
use for sneaking up on people to pick pockets and the like. Thus, the name
‘sneakers’ came to be. It was not until the industrialization era of the 1920s we saw
sneakers widely available, and the introduction of basketball, a more egalitarian
team sport, solidified sneakers into the world of shoes when canvas and rubber were
the technical components of primitive athletic footwear (Chrisman-Campbell, 2016).
It is interesting to contemplate how sneakers symbolised the privilege of leisure time
in their infancy and just how that has shifted down the social classes. Sneakers no
longer signify such privilege, and the athletics and sports that the upper classes were
so privileged to partake in due to having free time are now the pathways for many
out of poverty. Of course, collecting sneakers is not a hobby that one can participate
in without financial resources, but conversely, sneakers can become an expensive
hobby that many sneakerheads struggle to keep up with the latest and greatest, as
retail prices rise and resell allows the wealthy to ‘take the lead’ in collecting. There is
a problem there, seeing the communities that sneaker culture originated in being
forced to stop participating, or pay prices they cannot afford to stay involved.
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A blank canvas by definition opens itself up to interpretation. Brands of all kinds have
political associations, and sneaker brands are no different. Their consumers have to
negotiate their own ethical and moral ideology, and weigh up which brands live up,
which do not, and whether or not those are reasons to change their consumption
choices. Some participants discussed ideas around the ethical implications of their
hobby, and that is a faction of sneaker culture we are all aware of and do not talk
about very often, supposedly because it is uncomfortable to confront your own
downfalls in ethical and sustainable consumption. Issues around labour, climate
change, over consumption and the like are important conversations to have. Ways
forward could involve voluntary carbon offsetting at checkout similar to the way some
airlines offer consumers that option, to allow the more environmentally conscious
sneakerheads some peace of mind. Of course, there are several eco-friendly
advancements happening in the sneaker world, as material usage revolutionises
from ocean plastic, to cork, to recyclable shoes, or vegan leathers, mushroom fibres,
and replaceable parts. There are many interesting ideas for sneakers of the future,
and the ways more can be done to ultimately pursue production that causes the least
harm to people and the planet.

“Politics, however, fuelled the rise of sneakers as much as athletics. As Semmelhack
explained, “the fragile peace of World War I increased interest in physical culture,
which became linked to rising nationalism and eugenics. Countries encouraged their
citizens to exercise not just for physical perfection but to prepare for the next war. It’s
ironic that the sneaker became one of the most democratised forms of footwear at
the height of fascism.” Mass exercise rallies were features of fascist life in Germany,
Japan, and Italy. But sneakers could also represent resistance. Jesse Owens’
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dominance at the 1936 Berlin Olympic Games stung the event’s Nazi hosts even
more because he trained in German-made Dassler running shoes.” - (ChrismanCampbell, 2016). The most democratised form of footwear is a beautiful phrase, it
truly denotes the power that sneakers have on people. We all have a pair and we all
relate, there is a pair for every person of every style, of every size, of every weight,
class, height, status, ethnicity, every colour and gender, every sexuality or otherwise.
Democratised, transcendent, sometimes even equalising. Sneakers have a power to
bring people together, even in the increasingly divided world, and that in itself is quite
remarkable. To harness that collective power is the plight of sneaker culture.

To be political in itself is not something any old piece of clothing or footwear can do.
To be political it has more meaning than the surface level, and sneakers show that
objects, the inanimate, can be just that. Not many objects can speak to that level. It
was in the emergence of the new social age bracket of the ‘teenager’ that sneakers
became embroiled with meaning. “James Dean effectively rebranded Chuck Taylors
as the footwear of choice for young rebels without a cause” and that niche has stood
the test of time, easily one of the world’s most recognizable sneakers the Converse
Chuck Taylor All Stars represent still to this day, a cool, rebellious and even grunge
aesthetic, that is affordable and equalising, and thus meets all the criteria of
teenagers in modern society, just as they did in the 1950’s (Chrisman-Campbell,
2016). A true exemplar of timeless sneakers, there is something to be said for the
simplicity, and every big box store has an off brand knock off pair of sneakers almost
convincingly being the Chuck Taylor. Which, for the most part makes them more
accessible and equalising. Nothing ever beats the real deal, but for a shoe design
that raised us all, the next best thing is still a pretty good option. For the Converse
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Chuck Taylor, there is an almost alliance with the Levi’s blue jean, something we all
have or have had, iconic and timeless.

“Sneaker companies embraced women’s liberation as a promotional ploy,
advertising shoes specifically designed for female bodies and lifestyles.” (ChrismanCampbell, 2016). That ploy has long outrun its welcome, but brands are still for the
most part, conforming greatly to the divide of ‘Men’s’ and ‘Women’s’ in both lifestyle
and functional sneakers. While there is some scientific analysis leading to the notion
that generally women have slightly narrower feet, and slightly broader balls of their
feet, it is also often noted that differences in foot shape can even have regional
differences. Of course, gendered differences are easier to cater to than regional
ones by a long shot, but from years of wearing men’s sneakers and women’s
sneakers, I contest that any difference is even notable - especially outside of sports
use. Universal sizing as in EU and UK sizing is excellent, but requires companies to
run production of the smallest and largest end of the size spectrum for every release
to truly meet the world where it is at socially. This change does not even feel a
political or politically correct one, it is simply catching up with the times. Especially as
many major brands advertise both men and women and gender diverse people in
their garments and sneakers already, so now beyond the photoshoots, it is time to
close the gap in accessibility for people with all sizes of feet of all gender
orientations.

On November 28th 2021, Virgil Abloh the CEO of Off White and artistic director of
menswear at Louis Vuitton, passed away after a private battle with cancer. Virgil
Abloh was a creative visionary, who broke boundaries in streetwear, high fashion,
and was leading corporate changes in LVMH, opening doors for other black
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creatives and designers. He made palpable social change, and oozed artistic
excellence. The sneaker community grieved openly, Abloh’s brand Off White has a
myriad of collaborations with Nike, from Jordans to Prestos and everything in
between, and what we are seeing in the aftermath of this tragedy is a response in
the value of these collectible pairs of sneakers and other sportswear items. It
becomes conflict, as greed and profit can conflict with grief in times of mourning.
Many people jump to buy something designed by their idols, and are in turn locked
out as prices skyrocket beyond the already high resale values. Internet comments fill
posts about Abloh’s death, targeting ‘greedy resellers’ and claiming it is ‘too soon to
start thinking about profit’, the community wholly respects this designer, his work and
the art he makes, and now to commemorate him in their own collections becomes
priority for many. What we are beginning to see in times of tragedy are examples of
a culture divided. There may not necessarily be a right and a wrong to this divide,
one is fiscally motivated and the other is emotional. Sociologically speaking that
divide can be deduced to neoliberalism and progressive neoliberalism. The resellers
representing neoliberal economics and those against the resell market as
progressively neoliberal, or looking for regulation around that free market with no
rules 15. Something in which neither is inherently wrong, but the meanings we assign
collectively and individually make way for moral and immoral pathways in sneaker
culture.

15

https://www.dissentmagazine.org/online_articles/nancy-fraser-progressive-neoliberalism-socialmovements-response
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The division in the culture
Survey responses mainly held grievances with what they felt to be unfair chances in
limited release products. Bots are essentially computer programmes that users pay
for, and often run, which enter raffles with an excessive number of accounts, or
automatically checkout online launches, which gives bot users far better chances at
purchasing these products - often in large quantities, compared to the regular
sneakerhead who struggles to get just one pair to wear. Bot users are typically
overlapping with the resell market, and ‘botting’ is simply a natural outcome in the
digital age, where reselling is such a lucrative market. Survey participants held
sneaker brands accountable for the lack of bot protection, and many were angry and
disappointed by the rise of ‘botting’, the question asking what prevents
sneakerheads purchasing pairs beyond financial reasons garnered these type of
responses:

● “Hard to compete with bots if I’m trying online and raffles I have the worst
luck” - Pauly N
● “Resellers using bots. Stop multiple purchases, everywhere should use raffles
for limited releases, implement laws to stop scalping” - William K
● “Bots..... The Nikes and Footlockers need to stop allowing bots to buy up all
their stock.” - Maryann Farrugia
● “Sadly this has introduced bots that completely ruin new releases as they sell
out within literal seconds” - Sebastian Lew
● “I don't have the money or technical knowledge for a bot and thus cannot buy
new sneakers. I guess in a way this is financial as if I had more money I could
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just buy a bot or pay resale but if bots weren't a thing I would have more
shoes. So thus bots prohibit me buying new sneakers on release” - Arete
● “Resellers and bots have made limited sneakers a nightmare to get when they
sell out in less than 1 second. This can be improved upon by big companies
creating better anti-bot protection for their websites” - Jack
● “BOTS, BOTS, and BOTS” Cory

Reselling then, becomes fuel on the class divide in sneaker culture. Remembering
that sneaker culture rose from black culture, from urban life, and generally speaking
from the stylistic work of young poor people. “I respect the hustle of reselling but I
feel like so many people in better financial statuses abuse this and exclude people
from other social classes” said Jaida, and she is right. If you can afford to run
thousand-dollar software, and afford to buy 100 retail pairs, then cover your
expenses by reselling them, you are left with pure profit off the backs of ‘regular
sneakerheads’ who are unable to afford the significant costs associated with
‘botting’. So not only are they paying a premium price for a product, and potentially
making financial sacrifices to participate in the culture, but the poorer sneakerheads
are driven out by the rising resell prices, almost mirroring gentrification of the poorer
communities that sneaker culture came from. Many people can no longer afford to
participate in the very culture their own communities were foundational in.
Sneakerheads like Michael are aware of this “I don’t pay resell, so I never buy
anymore. I respect the hustle but it ruins the culture for the majority of the people
that just want a nice pair of shoes without selling an organ.” ‘Respect the hustle’ is
an interesting phrase, used a lot by sneakerheads who do not personally resell, and
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perhaps have some issues with the idea, but accept it as part of the reality of
contemporary sneaker culture.

“The shit fight, I really don't like it. The only way for this to improve will be for
the bottom to fall out of the market entirely. It's all by design. i'm really not into
the ponzy [sic] scheme that is sneaker reselling, it brings the very worst out ini
[sic] people and damages community. No matter what the none reselling
community does, until the hype dissapears [sic] it cannot be over thrown” Simon Williams.

Ideas like Simon’s are becoming more prevalent, especially amongst sneakerheads
who are no longer teenagers, perhaps finding themselves in a situation where stable
jobs are more common and they do not need to see sneakers as investments. Often,
they mature in their collecting to see reselling as a practice that is corroding the type
of community they want to be a part of, and are able to no longer need to fund their
own participation via enabling resell. Amongst those who have been in sneaker
culture since its ‘glory days’ where lineups were a matter of hours and not days, and
resell was $20 or $50 above retail prices, the nostalgia for the ‘buy-to-wear’ era is
strong. Currently “the market is harder for purist's [sic] to exist in'' because it has “lost
the thrill and excitement of getting up early on release days camping out and
socialising” says Daniel Gomez. When a significant portion of those in line care only
about how much profit can be made off the sneakers, and not about the community,
history, and context of the shoe and the idea of a line up as a social connection, then
that is a chink in the armour of the culture.
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This divide is speculated to be temporary, a blip in the sneaker timeline while we wait
for brands to learn to meet the demand. If fashion moves on and non-sneakerheads
lose interest in sneakers, we are likely to see some tapering off in resell. Which will
move the resellers on to the next big thing, which is already happening in some
places especially in the resurgence of vintage clothing, and collectible trading cards
like Pokemon and NBA cards. This divide might just be an example of a flash in the
pan for excessively profitable sneakers, but with the amount of money being made
currently, and the excess of demand that so significantly outweighs supply, there
would have to be a major change in the status quo to see this divide turn to
cohesion.
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And what do sneakers do?
● “The feeling of putting them on and looking at yourself in a mirror and loving
yourself. They completely alter my look and make me feel much more
confident. I think a lot of people would agree they make you feel more
confident.” - Abi
● Sneakers are “a way to show personality” - Aaron Ruby
● “Sneakers have cultural and emotional impact… They are representative of
memories and relationships” - Jaida
● “Down have sentimental value [sic], such as times of my life, a reward for
doing things” - James T.

Many sneakerheads acquire pairs specifically for special occasions and events. A
reward for doing things is another common motive, graduation pairs, and pairs for a
significant achievement at work, the pair is then a symbol of that special time, or that
special achievement, they anchor memories that sneakerheads can revisit when
they wear those sentimental pairs. For example, I purchased Dior B23 sneakers for
my honors degree graduation, now every time I get them out I reflect on that day and
all the work I put into my mini thesis.

Sometimes it's just a feeling. “Air Force 1 Got [sic] them for $40 when I was 14 years
old. When I first wore them, I felt like I was the main character.” - Katrina. We have
all felt it, the main character is a beautiful way to describe the feeling when you have
something special on. “I value my Homages as they are so visually different and bold
to anything I've ever seen or owned. I always get compliments or comments on
them, which can sometimes feel like validation for how special they are to me.” -
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Rachel raises a point, in which the external validations can help us as sneakerheads
justify the internal excitement over special pairs. Knowing something special to you
is cool to others somehow makes it even more special.

The ability sneakers have to make one feel good about themselves was brought up a
lot in the survey. It would be interesting to ask non-sneakerheads if their shoes have
similar power over them, in the way we saw women’s high heels represented in
entertainment like Sex and The City. Interestingly a lot of that shoe related power
was missing from the Sex and The City reboot: And Just Like That. Participants
noted increases in confidence from lacing up new sneakers, as well as feelings of
pride, which make them feel good about themselves. I can relate to this, when I am
in a rush to get ready, and take little time in my appearance, if I put on a new pair of
sneakers, or a really banging pair that I know people are going to be looking at, then
I am still going to feel good about myself even though the rest of my appearance is
not at its best. Even though I know the general population is not looking attentively at
what is on my feet or anyone else’s, the sneakers still hold the power to give me that
added confidence in my look. Not necessarily an attention distraction, but a ‘don’t
worry you’ve got this’ when a confidence boost is needed.

“ guess one of its role is the feeling it gives to the person. It makes them feel good
about themselves” - Niko. Feeling good can come from a myriad of things, and
ultimately comes down to an individual's interests, and the way other people interact
with them. However, the sneakerhead has a multifaceted dimension to their ‘cool’
they want the coveted pairs, that to an outsider are ambiguous, and to an insider, a
fellow sneakerhead, are elite. The interaction is validated by who is giving the praise,
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and their positioning within the sneakersphere. The ‘if you know you know’ mantra
and feeling is the fuel of the cool.
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Cool and the sneakersphere
Geraldo Matos researched the allure of ‘cool’ and how and why brands achieve and
maintain a reputation for being cool. The five key components identified in his work
that create the cool factor are:
● Authenticity
● Associations
● Accessibility
● Originality
● Storytelling
His work references the fact that streetwear and sportswear brands are in constant
pursuit of cool. Cool sells. Cool means a product can be priced higher, and keeps a
brand modern and relevant. However, even for those who have spent a long time
pursuing the idea of it, cool is extremely difficult to define, and within the field of
research various opposing definitions exist. Whether or not a brand, a product or the
alpha consumer who shapes trends, is the source of the cool, it is undeniable that
cool itself is what is being chased in non-essential consumption. Many of the
definitions of cool “include the trait of stylishness, such that a cool person has style,
in the clothes they wore, how they wore them, and how they carry themselves when
doing so” (Matos, 2017, 26).

Matos breaks cool of objects down into 5 sub-category labels:
1. Reference cool, meaning the cool stems outside elements such as
advertisements for the product, celebrities who wear it, and the broad
popularity of the item.
2. Aesthetic cool, relating to the style of the item.
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3. Singular cool, which is the result of the uniqueness or innovativeness of the
good.
4. Personal cool, or the extent to which the item aids in self-identity, self-esteem
and the like.
5. Functional cool, pertaining to the usefulness and quality of the good. (Matos,
2017, 28)
Sneakers fit into these categories almost effortlessly, and given the numerous
quotes from participants who refer to cool as such a significant drive in their
consumption, it is no wonder that sneakers are marketable as the exuberance of
cool. The overlap of the cool object and the cool person is paramount, one aids the
other and vice versa. Cool has the mystery and power of being elusive, it gets to be
“fluid and not formalized” and sneakers mesh right into that, a grey area of cool
(Matos, 2017, 30). Across the sneaker spectrum a pair can fall into one or multiple of
the aforementioned cool sub-categories. For example, The Yeezy 350 Zebra, is
reference cool for its collaborative capital with Kanye West, and is a pair many
celebrities, and various famous people, have worn and been photographed wearing.
The pair is also in the aesthetic cool sub-category, as it is mostly regarded as
excellent design work, and very fashionable. Personal cool, is another subcategorical fit for the Yeezy 350 Zebra, because of the items high monetary worth,
and its loaded cultural capital, for many owners this gives a positive sense of self,
and makes the owner feel good.

Some personal pairs I categorise accordingly.
Reference cool: Yeezy 350 Blue Tint. Almost any pair of Yeezy x Adidas could fit in
here. Collaborative capital by the bucket load. On the feet of every famous celebrity
or influencer, they were some of the first hype sneakers to seep into the regular
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consumer market. Most everyone wanted a pair of Yeezys, and their instantly
recognizable silhouettes have stood out among a sea of same same kicks of years
past.

Aesthetic cool: Converse 70 Golf le Fleur Pink Flame. A low-key design but a wellexecuted one. Pale yellow base, with pastel pink flames. A take on a classic, and
somehow modern and whimsical at the same time.
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Singular cool: Adidas Ultra 4D Cream. An awesome innovation in technology for the
world of sneakers, the 3D printed midsole is truly unique and something that
sneakerheads of the past might have only dreamt of. An exciting pair that gets me
invigorated for the future advancements in product development.
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Personal cool: Air Jordan 1 High Court Purple. My first pair of Jordans, and so gave
me a great sense of pride and self-esteem when I wore them. Even now they are
one of many pairs, but they are cool to me for the sentimental factor.

Functional cool: Air Jordan 1 Low Neutral Grey. They are excellent quality, and
useful in my wardrobe as a plain white pair of lowtops. They offer versatility, and are
understated, but still have the allure of cool to fellow sneakerheads who are in the
know.

All images author’s own via @annabellesneaks.
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Plenty of the pairs above dip into other subcategories of cool. For example, the
Yeezy 350 is not only reference cool but also functional cool, for its incredible boost
sole technology, and the primeknit upper. The Converse 70 Golf le Fleur Pink Flame
is also reference cool, for its collaborative capital with the rapper Tyler the Creator
and his Golf Le Fleur/Golf Wang brands. These are examples of cool being
multifaceted, and it would be logical to assume that the more of the subcategories of
cool a pair of sneakers can fit into, the cooler the pair is, and the more invested the
sneakerheads are in acquiring them. What is interesting is where the personal-cool
and collective-cool deviate and overlap. Cool is personal and collective, but not
always both or either at the same time.

“There is evident crossover or overlap between both the definitions and
elements of cool developed by those who looked at cool in people versus cool
in things. Most notably perhaps, uniqueness or the singularity of the person or
the good was identified as critical to cool. The notion of cool either being a
performance or presentation, or being a good that can aid in such a
performance is also a commonality. The idea of cool being related to the
aesthetics of a good or sense of style of a person is also a clear overlap.
While less prevalent both cool things and cool people were seen as being
successful or of high quality” (Matos, 2017, 29).

Cool things make people cool, and cool people make things cool?

The sneaker is such a powerful vessel for self-expression, it transcends age, race,
gender, class, sexuality and every other factor that separates people. There is a
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sneaker for every type of person, every group, every individual. Sneakers give us
access to personal cool, they are an easy access currency for cool. We all have a
pair, or a few, and we all make consumption choices that reflect who we are through
what we wear. Sneakers can be the basis of our daily narrative, or be the way in
which we redirect our daily narrative. Those who say they do not care about what
they look like or what they wear, are indirectly telling the world about themselves just
as much as those people who put great effort into their appearance and aesthetic.
We all have a personal ‘brand’ or a type of uniqueness. Sneakers somehow
transcend all these divisions. Sneakerheads and regular consumers alike, we are all
brought together by the pairs of sneakers we wear. I might have nothing in common
with a 12-year-old boy, except the fact we both are wearing white air forces, my
brother might not be a sneakerhead, but he will geek out over a musician or
television show’s sneaker collaboration, the fact we can purchase a collectible that
reflects an interest and wear it, gives the sneaker a unique blank canvas quality.
Come as you are and express it on your feet, as in Kurt Cobain’s Converse. There
truly is a pair for everyone. Not all collectibles are able to be quite as performative,
you cannot wear your figurines, or your art prints, or display your collection on your
person, let alone have them serve a functional purpose on a daily basis. It is the
meeting of a practical item with something that is so non-essential it is almost ironic.
Sneakers can simultaneously be the most practical thing you are wearing while also
being the most fashionable. They can be the most expensive thing you are wearing
but the least noticed. They exist in this state of adaptability, sneakers can be subtle
or loud, they can be as suited to the wearer as it can get. Sneakers can be super
affordable, or they can be luxury goods, they can be practical and useful items that
are slowly worn away, or they can be traded commodities and collected
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meticulously. They can be anywhere in between and worn by anyone. No longer are
they simply running shoes, or sportswear, they are the most uniform part of
contemporary life, almost replacing any other footwear needs. It is no longer amiss
to wear sneakers to work or a wedding, nor can any pair of sneakers be suited to
use for athletic needs. They are crossing boundaries at speed regular consumers
cannot keep up with, and sneakerheads are enamoured by it.

“Jordan 5 Wolf Grey. I remember lining up for them and feeling the excitement of
being part of that group and planning out who in the line was the same size so we
would all get our personals. People in the mall confused why there is a line at
footlocker. Once I had them feeling the joy that I was able to get my pair.” - Evan.
We all have pairs that hold such stories of excitement, they bring you back to a
physical place, and a specific time, you can feel that same excitement and the
anticipation of waiting to get them every time you open their box. Today I am wearing
a pair from a lineup that was special to me, where I met people who are now some of
my most important friends. When I look down at my feet, those memories are part of
the experience of wearing your sneakers. This is known as Proustian memory, when
we recall memories almost involuntarily, often linked into smells and tastes that bring
us back to particular times, places and experiences. This autobiographical memory
recall is named after Marcel Proust, who termed the phenomenon ‘involuntary
memory’ (Nalls, 2016).

Van Campen defines the Proust effect as “an involuntary, sensory-induced, vivid and
emotional reliving of events from the past” (van Campen, 2014, 47). These key
descriptors certainly align with the memory and experiential recall a sneaker can
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bring to a sneakerhead. I relate to Evan’s excitement, being a part of a group who
are as excited as you, and people in the mall looking at you funny, is all part of the
rollercoaster. We gain this cool, we sit and wait for the cool, we are in different
places and buying different things, but that feeling is the universal sneakerhead
moment.

Cool is perhaps the biggest informer of our consumption. Perhaps cool is the religion
of the sneakerhead. Or maybe cool is the unattainable, something forever out of
reach, the motivation in always looking for new, never before seen, never before
done, the frontline of exploration. Cool is stylistic, but it is also personalised. We can
wear cool, and be cool, and feel cool, we perform cool, and look cool, and become
cool. I do not believe we can maintain the cool. It must be crafted and rearranged,
repurposed, and something to stop and think about. Cool is the ultimate work in
progress, and sneakers are such great vehicles of cool.
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The sneaker rituals. Religion of kicks.
Sneaker rituals - for many it is the first whiff when you take them out of the box.
Sneaker brands do not design the sneakers with a sense of smell in mind, but there
is no denying that buying a brand-new pair and smelling them for the ‘fresh from the
factory’ scent is a common ritual amongst sneakerheads old and new. The
aforementioned Proustian effect comes into action for many when they smell a
brand-new pair. For me, ritual is taking the insole sticker out and putting them on the
inside lid of the box, for many models I re-lace the ‘sunken’ looking factory laces and
bring life back to the pair. Increasingly a ritual for me is to share a new pick up with
my sneaker group chat, to take photos before the pair becomes UNDS - usually
something I cannot wait longer than 24 hours to do. Other collectors have rituals in
various methods of storage, or in cleaning, applying spray protectors, or in the way
they lace or style their sneakers.

Undeadstocking, is the process of wearing a deadstock (brand new unworn) pair of
sneakers for the first time. For many, the first wear is very significant, almost an act
of worship. Jacob Brooks explained his rituals “... rotation set out on the weekend
based on weather, undeadstocking requires perfect weather and an event at which
to flex”. Often undeadstocking is planned around various events, or for many working
corporate jobs - the weekend.

Flexing, is vernacular used in the sneaker community, and more recently has been
picked up in the mainstream specifically amongst young people. Flexing is showing
off, likened to flexing your muscles to show off to others, flexing your sneakers is an
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important part amongst sneakerheads especially men, who bond over healthy
competition. It would be unusual to undeadstock a special pair if you are not going
anywhere to flex them. Even just a trip to the mall is an opportunity to flex, but most
especially if you are going somewhere you know you will encounter fellow
sneakerheads. Flexing is not necessarily a ritual, but it is a part of sneaker culture
that all sneakerheads do, consciously or not. Even those who would identify
themselves as humble and do not like ‘showing off’ flex on people with their
sneakers because you cannot stop someone looking at your kicks in awe. It is a part
of the parcel in acquiring limited and hyped pairs of shoes.

Sneakers, sneaker culture, and sneakerheads, are not unlike any other collector,
when something is an intense hobby, developing ritual is quite normal. I have read
about fitted cap collectors, who have rituals in shaping their hats to their heads,
curving brims, removing stickers, storage and cleaning ritual all of which hugely
echoed the aforementioned sneaker type rituals. I asked in the survey about ritual
and got some excellent answers.
● “#onfeetfridays, always gotta rock a fresh pair in the office on fridays” - Kevin
Smith
● “I relace everything that comes in even if I lace it the way the factory laced
them” - David
● “Smelling my sneakers ASAP” -Leon Haiu
● “Cleaning them before it gets stored. Upper, midsole and outsole.” - Pat
● “Instagram daily. NIKE site regularly. Keeping spreadsheets of sneaker
inventory. Journaling sneaker goals/writing down desired Wins” - Liz V
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● “Lots of cleaning I organize all merch and shoes of a related drop the day
before ex collect all off white shoes books clothes and have them nicely
displayed in my room to spread the off white energy to get a W still hasn’t
worked though” - Arsal Uddin

There are some rather beautiful almost religious tendencies to sneaker collecting, as
noted in the earlier shrine photos. People increasingly have sneakers on display, or
even a sneaker room in their home, serving as their shrine, or place of worship to
sneakers. There is a religiosity to the congregation too, the people who are a defined
group, meet at a defined place at a defined time, to participate in the culture. There
have always been references about ‘praying to the sneaker gods’ for luck, or
thanking the sneaker gods for a raffle win, or a well-timed arrival to a line up or store
release. Sneakerheads read and dissect their texts about upcoming releases, or
about historical moments, with the same fervour and desire to find meaning as a
bible study group. Like religion, sneakers become the community's framework to
interpret the world.

A pilgrimage is another factor in both the world of fandoms and of religion, in both
ways sneakerheads go on pilgrimages too. To global headquarters of their favourite
brand, to the original retail outlet, traversing the world to visit the iconic sneaker
destinations. Flight Club in New York, or the bespoke Nike ID studio in Japan, a
sneaker con16, or a local swap meet, making the journey to see first-hand a space
that gave your community meaning.

16

A sneaker focused convention, similar in style to the famous Comic Con. https://sneakercon.com/
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In The Secular Religion of Fandom Jennifer Otter Bickerdike describes the Harry
Potter Platform 9 and 3/4s at Kings Cross in London, and the snaking line of Harry
Potter fans queuing to take a photo like their favourite wizard. The wall has half of a
luggage cart sticking out, and the fans hold the handles as if to be running through
the wall to the wizarding world, while a photographer snaps a portrait, and their offcamera assistant tosses the fans choice of house scarf in the air for the illusion of
motion. This well-oiled machine pumps fans out in the hundreds every day, each
with a photo to make them feel like they are a part of the franchise they love so
deeply (Otter Bickerdike, 2016). Many places have a hands-on experience to make
you feel you are a part of the story, the Makers Mark factory tour in Kentucky lets
you dip your own bottle of the famous bourbon, in the signature red wax, after
learning the secret way to do so. You leave with the same thing as the Harry Potter
fans, a token reminder of how you experienced the epitome of the thing you worship
in the most authentic way. The pilgrimage to these places has “become a booming
business in the 21st century. Fans of television, books, rock groups, and films flock
to places associated with their favourite show, writer, artist, or movie, trying to
embody or perhaps understand what inspired the beloved piece of work and, more
importantly, to cobble together their own personal identity, seeking meaning in an
ever more divergent and fast paced world. (Otter Bickerdike, 2016, 3)”.

Many participants talked about the big trips they made to acquire a sneaker on
release. Or the big sneaker events they planned holidays around. Personally,
attending a sneaker con or similar event is a sneaker related bucket list item. All
collectors have the stores they must see and experience in their lifetime. I have a
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never-ending list of shops to tick off once the world can be travelled again. Less of a
pilgrimage because the journey is not entirely because of seeing these stores, but I
am not going to visit London without seeing Offspring HQ, or Paris without shopping
at Shinzo. A sneakerhead will plan their trips with these places in mind, and allot
time among the sight-seeing, to see the sneaker sights. I could plot a traversing of
the globe solely based around sneaker boutiques, various streetwear spots, and
global headquarter tours I’d love to take. To shop the employee outlet of Nike’s
Portland HQ is on every sneakerheads list. On pilgrimages like this, you stand
amongst people who are doing the same as you, wanting to experience first-hand
the magic of being in a cultural hot spot. The place you had studied up on, and seen
photos of, and dreamed about, is real. There is a simple power in just being there.
This meaning making Otter Bickerdike refers to, can be a framework in the world of
sneakers too. To visit Round 2, in Virginia and see the vintage store that owner Sean
Wotherspoon dreamt up the Air Max 1/97 in, is a meaningful experience for those
who own or dream of owning that particular shoe, or the others he has created since.
That shoe marks a place in sneaker history, and is a significant reference point for
sneakerheads to build their sneaker identity, and personal tastes. Religion, fashion,
brands and capitalism collide, as meaning is made on an individual level, but also
shared experiences of a community can be solidified in status.

On a trip to Hawaii in 2018, and on our very first day there, I could not wait any
longer and insisted that my partner and I ventured off the beaten tourist track to
Truest Hawaii, a sneaker consignment store that rivals the best of its mainland
counterparts. It is one of my strongest memories of the whole trip. I had never seen a
store like it, in New Zealand or even Australia. The sheer amount of high heat
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releases that lined the shelves was overwhelming. I bought my very first pair of
Yeezys there that day, and they will always be so special to me for having that
experience tied to them. Some pairs you just will never part with, for the story behind
them and the journey alone, that pair is my Truest pilgrimage symbolised,
sentimental of course, and the only souvenir I would ever need.

Sneakers can be religiously charged in other ways, rituals as previously discussed,
are acts of worship and service. By worshipping the sneaker, honouring its care and
respecting it, the sneakerhead is inadvertently worshipping the culture the sneakers
fuel. Totemism is rife, because on the collective level we see such power in the
ritual. At a recent sneaker release, I watched as everyone opened the new shoes,
smelled the fresh pair, and all removed the inside sole sticker before putting them
on. A small act for an individual, but a powerful act of cultural ritual as a collective
group, an action that signifies insiderness. Authenticity is another factor in the
religiosity of sneaker culture, like a baptism brings you into the authentic group of
religious participants, inauthentic sneakerheads are weaned out via legit checks, an
activity taken seriously in the culture. From learning the correct cut and stance or
various silhouettes, to learning the common errors certain pairs have when faked,
within online groups a legit check can be done on a person also, to find out the
safety in interacting with them during a buy/sell/trade. Authentic participation is
paramount in keeping the group legitimate, and the sneakerhead worthy of the
group, a sneaker gnosis that signals insider and outsider status.

“Distribution, availability, and international media push make a huge difference in the
reach of a show, and thus in the potential group of pilgrims to visit”, whilst Otter
Bickerdike is referring to television media here, the same can be said for the success
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of the hype sneaker release (Otter Bickerdike, 2016, 38). If the biggest media
platforms are not giving a release enough attention in the build up to its release, it
can severely impact the sneakers desirability on drop day. Increasingly, distribution
and availability are crucial in the logistics of getting sneakers into the hands of
collectors and enthusiasts, and limited availability often gives rise to a shoes price on
the aftermarket.

Fandom can create tourism in the most unexpected ways. The town of Forks in
Washington is a tourist hotspot for the Twilight series fandom, while New Zealand’s
Hobbiton captures the fandom of Lord of The Rings and tourism greatly capitalises
off the pilgrimage.

“This allows the visitor to engage once again with nostalgia for a moment only
described but not often actually experienced by the individual. Thus, the feelings of
longing for the past which appear via the books and the tours (Otter Bickerdike,
2016, 55)”. I imagine standing in the old Reebok factory might instil such a feeling,
longing to have been a part of it back when it was so pure. A nostalgia almost for a
time and place you never experienced, is quite common in sneaker culture. To have
seen the riots at the Staple Pigeon Dunk SB release would really put you in a peak
moment in time that defines a cultural shift in the sneaker sphere. I often think how
great it might have been to be a New York teen as the Puma suede swept through
basketball courts in the late 1960s, to see something new for the first time and watch
it spread like wildfire is not something that happens very often, especially when
sneaker releases were hardly frequent, certainly not as insatiable are they are now.
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“Hills solidifies the link between religion and secular pilgrimage with the example of
Graceland. He suggests, like Rodman, that the mansion provides a concrete place
for Elvis’s fans in a similar way that churches act to congregate believers” (Otter
Bickerdike, 2016, 20). I can see a similar future when inevitably, Michael Jordan
dies. The same type of die-hard fandom followed his various career moves, in
basketball, baseball, and sneakers, and a congregation point to keep his legacy
alive, in a tourist attraction type style is not entirely farfetched. This type of
pilgrimage, to a location that represents a lot to fans, relies entirely on the fans being
able to assert themselves into that story simply by being present. Say you could
shoot a 3 pointer on Michael Jordan's personal court at the end of a guided tour and
they take a Harry Potter platform 9 and ¾ -esque photo of it? The sneakerhead or
the die-hard fan is inserted into the story, just like the Harry Potter fandom is in Kings
Cross. Otter Bickerdike references the bus tours of Sound of Music fans in Salzburg,
visiting the hills that Julie Andrews made ‘alive’. These tours are still so popular, for a
film that came out in 1965. With the right branding, and storytelling, the balance of
authenticity and spectacle, these pilgrimage to pop culture meccas, can be incredibly
successful. If something has enough cultural capital, and if the fandom can share an
experience with what or who they idolise, then the people will come. Fandom is
relentless like that, but as Otter Bickerdike explains “sacred pilgrimages to holy
grounds which fuel entire belief systems, social groups, and salvation” are worth it to
the fanatic, who gets grounded in the fandom simply by making the trip (Otter
Bickerdike, 2016, 21). The internet, whilst connecting communities in such incredible
ways, for niche groups has been incredible, but the pilgrimage is irreplaceable. The
physical encounter cannot be replicated digitally, even a virtual reality guided tour is
not the same with being fully present.
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The almost sacred experience of the pilgrimage to a sneaker mecca, with the
multifaceted intersections of spacial engagement, interactions, and historical
relevance to the sneakerhead, is weighed against how those not part of the group,
note nothing particularly remarkable about the place or experience. Perhaps Rucker
Park to the uninitiated is a simple old basketball court. To the sneaker and basketball
fandoms, the space is loaded with meaning. What to some is mundane, to others is
the ultimate icon (Bengtson, n.d.). Groups like the sneaker fandom thrive on that
exclusive type of knowledge, the underground mentality runs deep in the history of
sneaker culture. If you know you know, it is a big mentality, subtle
acknowledgements, and small circles. The locations of importance naturally have a
similar aura. Places that feel worthy of a pilgrimage are going to be different to
different people in sneaker culture, if you live in New York city your local shopping
spot could easily be the ‘sneaker-mecca’ so to speak for people living in small towns
with no access to culturally relevant spaces. Many sneakerheads in New Zealand
dream of visiting the cities where sneaker culture was born, and shopping the iconic
spots they have only seen in magazines and online.

“Materiality of a place creates new meaning for a divergent assortment of
formerly indistinguishable sites” (Otter Bickerdike, 2016, 22).

“The intimate bond felt by fans with both the terrain they have only experienced by
the symbolic pilgrimage of viewing the television show and how important - dare I
say familial - the feelings toward the fictional characters are” (Otter Bickerdike, 2016,
36). The same familial feel is experienced on a sneaker pilgrimage, the spaces and
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characters you see on YouTube videos, and Instagram pages, worthy of worship in
the sneaker world, you know them intimately even though you have not experienced
the space in a physical sense. Sometimes I feel as though I have been sneaker
shopping with Complex17, just because I know the experience so well through the
digital world. In fandom placing yourself within the narrative of the fiction, or in
sneaker perhaps deciding how you might have shopped the walls at Stadium Goods,
lets us mentally assert ourselves into the world we watch.

When looking at how a pilgrimage affects tourism, and local economy, “it may be
hard to connect how such economic influences impact the spiritual side of life.
However, each of these financial successes underpins the validity of each space as
not just a casual site to visit but a place impregnated with worth beyond what is
apparent to the casual passer-by. This aligns with other more traditional places of
both religious pilgrimage such as Bethlehem and more recent, secular trips to
spaces such as Graceland. The place becomes sacred because of the behaviours of
not just the visitors but the social apparatus which depend on such attention to
support and enhance their own lives and livelihoods” (Otter Bickerdike, 2016, 37). I
think about sneaker line ups where stores might shout those in line food from a local
restaurant, or campers might frequent nearby convenience stores. These businesses
are directly benefiting from the unusual increased foot traffic, of the sneaker release.
Sneakerheads support local businesses when they congregate for releases, local
coffee shops, and eateries benefit from their presence in a way they might not know

17

A show by Complex in which celebrities go on a hosted shopping trip with presenter Joe La Puma,
and discuss sneakers, shop, at various sneaker boutiques. https://www.complex.com/video/sneakershopping-show
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is directly linked to sneakers. It is even the other types of industry that spring up to
capitalise on sneaker culture, such as sneaker cleaning products, storage items,
shoe trees, sole covers, stickers and organisation, spare laces, and protective
sprays, all these niche items have several businesses that directly rely on
sneakerheads. The religious sneaker connoisseur buys these items to continue their
worship of their sneakers and thus the sneaker culture. Not necessarily as
geographically bound as the social apparatus of Graceland and Bethlehem may be,
but as important to the function of the culture.

“Though each extremely different in their locations, cultural heritage, and context,
each of the places has been literally reimagined through television, the behaviour of
visitors to these spaces, and the melding of a created, invented world with real-time
consequences” (Otter Bickerdike, 2016, 22). – this is discussing the television
locations of The Walking Dead, Doc Martin, and Game of Thrones, all very different
but all who have given real life locations such powerful fictional connections, that
real-life begins to be painted by the television show.

“Such trips also aide in a shared context for cultural belonging within a larger fan
community” (Otter Bickerdike, 2016, p. 22) - on the sonic pilgrimages that are very
common in rock music fandoms. This framework is where sneakers fit in so well,
shared cultural context is the meeting ground for the community.

Putting the question out to my friends, and some followers on Instagram of “where
would you want to go on a sneaker pilgrimage?” I got quite a mixed bag of answers.
Ranging from a local stores HQ - presumably to see all the sneakers in their
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stockrooms, to the house of the enigmatic designer and all round cultural visionary,
Nigo. Many as expected referred to Nike HQ in Portland Oregon, also called
Beaverton, and the notoriously discounted staff shop on site. Culturally significant
sites can be bucket list worthy destinations. I would add a timemachine trip to Colette
Paris, and swing by Rucker park in summer to see New York locals enjoying a
culturally rich basketball (and thus sneaker) icon. Perhaps also the desk of Tinker
Hatfield, or the Yeezy supply design studio.

So, are sneakers religious? Are they a fandom? Both are hard to define concepts,
and it seems sneaker culture, and the world of the sneaker, has elements of both at
play. A fandom typically revolves around something more specific than sneaker
culture operates with, a musician, a band, a movie series, or television show;
sneakers are slightly more general, but within the culture a variety of diehard
fandoms exist. An example that springs to mind is the New Balance fanatic, often
exclusively a New Balance collector, and a fandom within their own right. Where
sneaker culture might be a genre of pop culture, perhaps the brand loyalists might be
a similar niche as fandoms and stans are within pop culture.
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Nomos
In sociology nomos is the historically specific and socially constructed framework in
which human being construct rules and laws to regulate daily life. Nomos creates a
fashioned order and through externalisation, objectivation, and internalization this
order is maintained18.

Nomos is meaningful order, a defining factor of humanity and social life. Sneakers
have their own nomos, a way of understanding which are worthy of the sneakerhead
and thus a part of the culture. For this to work, for there to be an in and an out, there
must be pairs which are not worthy. What Dads wear at the BBQ, and the light up
sketchers of a toddler, a sneakerhead does not make. While a sneaker is a sneaker
is a sneaker, the meaning assigned means they transcend the original purpose as a
simple foot covering. Human societies are always assigning meaning to the
inanimate, we worship and hunt for items and things, we curate and tend to things
that bring joy, many people create whole lifestyles and personalities out of their
interests in objects.

Sneakers are meaningful, and are acts of meaning making. They facilitate a creation
of social capital. Bringing value beyond the assigned function of footwear. They are
also expressions of Knowledge capital, a way to ascend and transcend classist
structure and redefine style. Central to this was the rise of The Face magazine, and
in its re-emergence, we may see similar disruptions in normative taste.

18

For more in-depth analysis of nomos see: Peter Berger. 1967. The Sacred Canopy: Elements
of a Sociology of Religion. New York: Anchor Books.
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“It created a new template. It was a time before the designers and the clothes
were the heroes. The heroes were the photographs and the cultural
references” - https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/26/style/the-facemagazine.html

The streets took back what it meant to have style, and have thus become the taste
makers. Sneakers are a powerful part of that narrative, and may be still in the
relaunch of The Face, as they are such excellent canvases for cultural reference.
Modern culture platforms are already heroing the magazine for its history and its
potential to keep “bending culture into new shapes” (Banham, 2019).

“Society is a product of man” and alternately “man is a product of society” (Berger,
1967, 3). However, it is in this seemingly contradictory dichotomy, that we see what
is truly a phenomenon of interdependence. Man reinforces and recreates society,
and society is what shapes the man. Berger goes on to explain that religion is one of
the frameworks humans in societies use for their world-building, and that worldbuilding in itself is the enterprise of every human society (Berger, 1967). “The
fundamental dialectic process of society consists of three moments, or steps. These
are externalization, objectivation, and internalization” (Berger, 1967, 3). Only when
these three factors are understood all together are we truly able to make claims onto
society.
● Externalization: an anthropological necessity - the “ongoing outpouring of
human being into the world, both in the physical and mental activity of men
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● Objectivation: “the attainment by the products of this activity (again both
physical and mental) of a reality that confronts its orginal producers as a
facticity external to and other than themselves”
● Internalization: “the reappropriation by men of this same reality, transforming it
once again from structures of the objective world into structures of the
subjective consciousness. It is through internalization that society is a human
product”. (Berger, 1967, 4)

Any human society can break down the concepts of externalization, objectivation,
and internalization. Sneaker society reproduces itself like any other, it is human
nature to externalize ourselves into the world. Ideologically the sneaker canopy is a
treasure trove. We see similarities by design. The sacred canopy is what every
society builds overhead to give meaning to what is below19, the daily life is protected
and somewhat defined by the canopy overhead. Religion is the framework people
live and breathe by in some societies, so they have order in the day to day, meaning
in their lives, and something to guide them. Could sneakers perhaps be the canopy
that sneakerheads create?

Sneakers also express Associative capital, the type of capital gained by alignment
with not just the product but the collaborator also. By buying Yeezys we gain
associative capital off of the Kanye West association, by buying Off White x Nike we
gain associative capital off Virgil Abloh and the Off White brand. Associative capital
seems to be the leading sneaker nomos.

19

This is also the work of Berger: Berger, Peter L., 1929-2017. The Sacred Canopy;
Elements of a Sociological Theory of Religion. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1967.
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Through expression in the public sphere, streetwear crosses into the high fashion
realm. Streetwear and high fashion collaboration often acts as the gateway into high
fashion. New audiences for both streetwear and high fashion brands, and increased
reach benefits both sides of collaboration. For example, Tiffany and Co and Emilio
Pucci have both recently collaborated with Supreme, and both brands through these
releases reach new audiences. This hi-lo fashion is a meet point, a new version of
both streetwear and high fashion. A collaboration of the different forms of Bourdieu’s
social, cultural and economic capital (Richardson et al., 1986). The consumer
benefits from these collaborations, as they often get access to entry level high
fashion at streetwear prices. This gives them significant associative capital as they
begin to delve into more expensive taste, and explore other options outside of
streetwear. Bordieu’s capital theories are focused on mobilisation, class, stratification
and power. Associative capital is similar to Bordieu’s categories, but is more focused
on the aspirational associations, around celebrities and luxury. Where Bordieu was
looking at more defined social strata, the current decline of the middle class20 is
leading to greater crossover in luxury and affordability as the divides are blurred.
With a declining middle class the historically lower class streetwear brands that
typically serve the lower echelon of middle class and the working class, use
collaborative capital to access the increasing upper-middleclass and the upper-class
societal factions. The high-class luxury brands use these collaborations to keep the
working class and declining middleclass factions of society interested in their work,

20

Pressman, S. (2007). The decline of the middle class: an international perspective. Journal of
Economic Issues, 41(1), 181-200. This article surmises not only the decline of the middle class, but
several causes for it, as well as the various ramifications society faces without a sizable thriving
middle class.
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and aspiring to access it beyond such collaborations. Some say these designer
brands do not sell to the rich and famous, they sell to those who want to appear to
be rich or famous.
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Collaboration Power - Celebrity Status
Collaborations are the highest form of cultural capital in sneakers right now, and this
is changing the sneaker nomos, the double totem of the brand and the collaborator.
Status, exclusivity, both such powerful consumer drivers. Sneakerheads love the
capital they get from celebrity associations, all consumers are influenced by the
marketing brilliance of a product endorsement, like a sportsperson on a box of
cereal. However, a celebrity designed product just hits that next level. The sneaker
has an existing role within cultural capital, and the associative capital of celebrity
design expands that role. When major sneaker brands mix with celebrity status, the
hype of not only sneakerheads but the celebrity fan base, drives the shoes up in
hype increasingly. If we look at the Puma Rihanna line, or Billie Eilish’s upcoming
Nike releases, or less individual specifics like Nike x Stranger Things or Adidas x
Game of Thrones, we see the target market is so significantly larger than just
sneaker consumers, but branches into dedicated fandoms also. All of the
aforementioned very different releases are heavy hitters, and obviously not all
celebrity and popular culture collaborations land so well. Some last the test of time
and are grail worthy pairs throughout generations, such as the Justin Timberlake
Jordan 3s, Roc-A-Fella Air Force 1s, or even bring the ongoing successful releases,
with consistently appealing quality pairs like Adidas x Kanye West or Converse x
Tyler the Creator. Celebrity and popular culture sneaker collaborations are such a
mutually beneficial arrangement. The brands reach a wider audience into fandoms,
the celebrities/brands/franchises/ gain exposure, access to great marketing,
branding, and connection to their fans. Money aside, both brands get richer through
a well-done collaboration. The consumer - the sneakerhead, gets access to high end
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brands they might not otherwise, they gain the associative capital that that brand
brings, the cultural capital of the sneakers, as well as the item in its functional
purpose. Beyond that they gain a tool of self-expression through fashion, and
personal and collective identity markers.

There is no doubt in my mind that collaborations are going to only increase in the
future. In sneakers and beyond. Take for example Travis Scott x McDonalds, a
ginormous merchandise drop, limited edition everything, and signature McDonalds
meal available across the United States. Two mega-powerful brands meet, and the
common ground did not even need to be that obvious. It was an incredible success,
McDonalds could hardly keep up with the demand for what was a very uninspired
fast food combo, and the Travis Scott merchandise sold out and held a significant
resale value. I believe people were even reselling the McDonalds meal, a trivial profit
no doubt compared to Scott’s reported $20 million payout for the deal. The success
of that duo has already been replicated by McDonalds collaborating this time with KPop brand BTS on a meal also. Collaborative brand power has the potential to be
harnessed as we see in the sneakers here to almost any consumption activity.
Where the celebrity designs that brands own items in a ‘new or unique’ way, or as
unique as a McDonalds order can be kind of way, their loyal fans are desperate to
know how their idol experiences the same mundane things that they do in normal
life. It is association that makes the mundane sacred, loaded with transcendent
value. Soon we might see Lorde on Persil laundry powder which smells like
whatever essential oil they add into their own laundry cycle, or a Kim Kardashian
range of Bic biros. Very little has to change to the existing product to be given the
sacred treatment of association. Of course, then all the loyal fans race to buy the
product, the limited edition is easily more exciting than the boring normal alternative,
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and the mundane is made exciting because it is now the same as the rich and
famous, someone worth looking up to. The consumer knows they are having an
experience that is shared with their idols, something that regular people rarely
experience. This type of celebrity take on an activity, or purchase that is for the most
easily accessible by a wide variety of their fans, has the ability to be a very normal
part of life. Jamie Oliver designs pots and pans because people expect that, but it is
the more abstract ones that get us excited, we know we cannot cook just like Jamie
Oliver by using his endorsed pans, but what if we could go into our local Subway and
order his exact sandwich the same as he orders - we then have a common ground.
It’s genius and infinitely replicable, push the button on your Starbucks app and order
that same Frappuccino customizations and all as your favourite influencer, but be
quick it’s limited, and this has already happened since the beginning of writing this
section, Starbucks released Taylor Swift’s order of a grande non-fat caramel latte.
This coincided with the album release Red (Taylor’s Version) and the drink order
was printed as Caramel Skim Latte (Taylor’s version). Clever marketing no doubt,
and really nothing had to change in the product, but both brands win out. The
associative capital of Taylor Swift elevated the humble caramel latte into a sacred
experience, having coffee just like Taylor Swift does. The sneaker celebrity
collaboration framework has perfected it; here are Pharrell’s interpretation of an
Adidas superstar but quick buy them now you do not have the time to consider it too
much or they will be gone. We eat it up, the excitement is palpable, ‘My slides are
just like the slides Kanye is wearing on Instagram. My McDonalds meal is just like
my favourite band. My coffee is the same as Taylor Swift's. My life is not as distant
from my favourite celebrities as I thought…’ and thus our mundane everyday life is
shaped with associative capital. This is consumption by affect, or a capitalism of
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feelings, we buy to feel just like someone who is at the top of the totem. So, how
long until every consumption experience is informed by associative capital? Where

“I was seven years old, when I got my first pair
And I stepped outside
And I was like, momma, this air bubble right here
It's gonna make me fly
I hit that court and when I jumped
I jumped, I swear I got so high
I touched the net, mom, I touched the net
This is the best day of my life”
-

Macklemore ‘Wings’ 21.

So what can other industries looking to dive into collaboration capital learn from the
plight of sneaker collaborations? That no idea is too far-fetched if it is done with
respect and creativity, not simply slapping a brand endorsement on an existing
product. Doing something well-loved and with a twist, and actually incorporating the
style or choices of the collaborator. Nostalgia is some of the most powerful
consumption tools, and sneaker brands have learned to play with it. We see the
Sesame Street Reeboks allowing adults and their children to wear their childhood on
their feet. It is having the funds as an adult to get all the things you loved as a child
21

https://genius.com/Macklemore-and-ryan-lewis-wing-lyrics

As Macklemore explains in response to accusations of selling out "The song “Wings” is

about the pursuit of identity through the means of consumerism. The attempt is to
dissect our infatuation and attachment to logos, labels, brands and the fleeting
happiness that is intrinsically linked to the almighty power of the purchase" https://www.complex.com/pigeons-and-planes/2013/02/macklemore-sell-out
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which nostalgic marketing thrives on. In sneakers, this is often done via a retro or rerelease, for the kids who the ogled the shop windows the pairs they dreamed of now
they are adults with the bank balance to allow it. It is the reprisal of a shoe, or their
favourite artists, musicians, or athletes from their youth, made accessible in
adulthood. Countless brands have seen children’s cartoons work as successful
collaborations. As well as aspirational fashion brands collaborating with sneaker
brands such as Adidas and Reebok x Bape, Nike x Sacai, Nike x Off White, New
Balance x Aime Leon Dore or Converse x Rick Owens to name a few. The
foundation of streetwear and fashion as allies, is only as solid as the sneaker
collaborations that come out of it. As per the examples above, the current meet point
is incredibly strong. The Face magazine has always stood to support and celebrate
such diversity in culture, to awaken and excite people. Seeing its return to the world
during this significant shift in streetwear, fashion, sneakers and style seems
completely appropriate22. Meshing high fashion, and street styles, looking to the
future, and highlighting the cultural movers and shakers is always en vogue.

The result is the new expression of a model tried and true, - the consolation prize, or
next best thing… If you miss out on Dior Jordans you might look into a pair of Dior
B23s. If you miss out on Adidas x Prada Nylon, you might look for vintage prada
accessories. It works both ways though, the higher end consumer might discover
they really like Supreme tees after buying the Emilio Pucci collaboration, and might
shop for more casual wear at Supreme in the future. Collaborations build bridges,
between brands and across consumer lines. These types of moves make streetwear

22

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/26/style/the-face-magazine.html
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acceptable on the red carpet, and designer brands less intimidating and more
aspirational to new consumers.

Aaron wrote in the survey that “seeing smaller brands make themselves known
based on a collab or an older model finding an audience again is incredible”. We
have seen this happen recently with New Balance and Aime Leon Dore, dubbed the
Ralph Lauren of this generation. Aime Leon Dore has created a cultural impact like
no other. By collaborating with New Balance on several occasions, and giving
contemporary life to what has been a slept-on brand in this generation of
sneakerheads, we see a resurgence in young heads collecting New Balance even
outside of the Aime Leon Dore collaborations. Aaron is right, it is powerful stuff.
Whether the New Balance fans love it or love to hate it, it is collaborations that give
brands, and certainly models life. The Adidas Forum is another beautiful example of
this, Adidas and Bad Bunny teamed up recently with 3 Forum colourways coming out
in 2021. Again, we saw the collaboration give a ripple effect in the popularity of the
Forum, just like Aime Leon Dore did with New Balance. Thus is the nature of hype, if
the limited collaboration hits the sweet spot just right, then the ‘next best thing’ will
succeed. While there are pros and cons to this type of hype, there is something
powerful to be said for a rejuvenation, and embracing the different market as brands
grow.
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Lovemarks
The ‘lovemark’ is a term conceptualized by one time Saatchi & Saatchi ad man Kevin
Roberts - who for the scope of this project, is being separated from his work, as his
personal remarks about gender discrimination and women in advertising23 are not in
line with the values of modern society, while to ignore the relevance of Lovemarks in
the world of sneakers, would be detrimental to the research.

The lovemark is the by-product of consumers' loyalty beyond reason to a brand or a
product. A product or a brand has to be powerful enough to be loved, and never to
be replaced. A lovemark is the future beyond the brand, as Roberts explains the
brand has run out of juice, but the lovemark is timeless (Roberts, 2004).

As sneakers go, sneakerheads are emotional consumers, nostalgic consumers, and
excitable consumers - their lovemarks are fiercely guarded. Lovemarks such as the
Nike Air Jordan 1, the Adidas Superstar, Samba or Stan Smith, the trademark Nike
‘swoosh’, the iconic Adidas tracksuit, and various insignias of authentic sneaker
culture are fiercely loved and loyally consumed.

“The power of mystery. You know it when you feel it… The cloak of mystery forces
us to find our own meanings… and often it does it through a revelation, a
thunderbolt. What the French call a coup de foudre. Everything changes. This is
what made The Lord of the Rings, Chanel No. 5, and Red Bull into Lovemarks for

23

https://www.stuff.co.nz/business/industries/82801246/saatchi--saatchis-kevin-roberts-quits-afterstorm-over-gender-diversity-comments
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their devotees” (Roberts, 2004, 85). The mystery of seeing a celebrity play, or
perform, in an unreleased pair of sneakers. The ‘what are those?!’-moment is
electric, seeing in person or even online, a pair from long ago, or a pair awaiting
release. You feel it take over, a deep need to know all there is to know about them,
and how to get your hands on them, and your feet in them. “Sneakers have a cultural
and emotional impact… they are representative of memories and relationships”
Jaida responded, and memories and relationships are just the start. Sneakers have
the power to represent so many other things, symbolic of times and places, of
fashion, culture, art, of icons, influence, music, knowledge. To be timeless they have
to hit something powerful, and have that je ne sais quois that collectors cannot get
enough of. Something unreproducible.

Lovemarks, while instilling loyalty, do not necessarily denote exclusivity; you can be
a fiercely loyal Air Jordan 1 consumer, and still enjoy lacing up some three stripes
once in a while. Respecting the classics in the sneaker world elevates a lot of simple
understated pairs to lovemark status for a number of collectors. The Puma suede,
Converse All Star, Adidas Pro Model, Keds, and other original basketball silhouettes,
have found renaissance in their timelessness. “I have one friend who “doesn’t fuck
with adi” and I want to smack him” Jared wrote in a survey response, he was
adamant that you must respect the classics, and I am inclined to agree. Without
some of these forgotten brands and models, Jordan brand would be lacklustre,
possibly non-existent. Reading Where Did You Get Those by Bobbito Garcia, I felt
such longing for the time where sneakers in such simplicity were so powerful. Where
networks were king, and shoes regarded today as lifestyle wear with zero athletic
function, were the shoes of basketball kings. That book reminds me to appreciate the
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classics, and usually inspires a purchase too. Lovemark status of the Puma Suede
might only apply if you were there at the time, and in some respects, I wish I was.

“OG collectors are the best, in it for the sneakers” - Jayten. Garcia writes with that ‘I
was there and you weren’t’ type of sass that only the OGs24 could possibly have. Not
the kids who grew up on the Jordan wave - who might make OG status something
different entirely as they are still a major part of the sneakerhead wave, but those
who came before that, who saw the birth of icons. Their lovemarks are different, it
might be a generational, or a geographical thing - something hard to describe and
pin down.

A lovemark makes you feel something, there is emotion behind it. Lacing up brand
new Jordans is an emotional experience, the joy, anticipation, the price pays off, it is
universal among enthusiasts. That shoe, at that moment, is priceless. Lovemark
status is what makes a collector keep and wear their pairs, they hold them to higher
esteem than those who see shoes as vehicles to a path of profit. Whenever you
wear a lovemark it connects you to a legacy that is not yours, but makes you feel a
part of something. The shoes that connect you to certain times in your life, can serve
as placeholders for souvenirs or other memorabilia. I remember that trip to Hawaii
every time I wear my Yeezy 350 blue tints, most sneakerheads would have a similar
story, no other souvenirs from the trip but the shoes. I have seen stories about
people wearing and ruining expensive limited edition pairs of Travis Scott Jordan 1s
and 6s to his concerts, and while the financial decision there might seem reckless,
the amazing memories and stories that those beat-up pairs hold, to a sneakerhead is

24

See sneakerhead vernacular section for OG definition and examples.
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worth more than the cost of a replacement. Recently a friend sent me a photo of his
shoes covered in mud at a concert, I shared it with sneakerhead friends around me
at the time, they all went ‘oh no!’ and paused, then they all laughed and smiled
saying things like ‘I love it, that's class’ because we all would do the same. The
shoes won’t last forever no matter how well you take care of them, so enjoying them
till your toes stick out the end is sometimes the best option. They are at the core a
functional item, and when we disregard all the piety the sneaker has gained, we can
still enjoy them for that pure function. A perfectly intact pair of sneakers hidden in the
box for decades can turn to dust, and so what was the point?

“2014 White Infrared Jordan 6. Having been into sneakers since I was young,
the infrared 6 was the first that I was able to afford myself. It was a great mail
day, receiving them in the post and putting them straight on. What a moment.”
- Connor.

What a moment indeed.
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Brand Relationships.
Roberts describes great relationships as ones that “thrive on learning, anticipation,
and surprise. When you know everything there is to know, there is nothing left to
discover. No more wonder, no more opportunities” (Roberts, 2004, 82). The
relationship between sneaker brands, and their consumers really echoes the
importance of this. Learning a shoe's history is imperative for the next generation of
sneakerheads, and brands acknowledge this by creating retro releases of historically
charged models such as the Air Jordan 1 in the bred (black and red) colour way. It
has recently released a plethora of low and mid versions of the iconic high top shoe,
and introduced the learning to the next generation. Anticipation is another important
factor that Roberts insists keeps relationships alive, collectors anticipating a new
release, or a collaboration, counting the days until the drop day, and getting hyped
up over what might be next in sneakers is so important to keeping the sneakerhead
and sneaker brand relationship strong. If the mystery and desire fades away,
sneakers are just shoes again. They become mundane and disenchanted, and so
the balancing act is important here. There must be anticipation without constant
failure.

A study by Jimmy Choi and Minjeong Kim in ‘Fashion, Style & Popular Culture’ found
that sneakerheads who feel frustration caused by sneaker brands in terms of
unfairness, unreasonable stock, shady release practises and low-quality products,
withdraw from sneakerhead culture (Choi & Kim, 2019, 154). It is imperative for
sneaker brands, but also for the existence of sneaker culture, that the relationship
between the two is balanced and cohesive. In the survey responses during my own
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research, participants called for brands to make moves that listened to their needs.
The most repeated ones were around fair releases, and stock quantities meeting the
increased demand for hype sneakers. When asked what inhibits participation outside
of financial constraints:

● “The ability to purchase. Limited stocks and bot taking over the whole
inventory” - Pat,
● “Just look at the latest scandal of the Nike VP who was funding her son's bot
and resell business. Major conflicts of interest in the industry” - David C, this
will be discussed in greater detail later on.
● “Access. It’s hard to find sneakers on release. Needs to be more of a
presence or high number of shoe release to enable easier access to get
sneakers.” - Sarah.

These collectors reflect the majority of responses, they are asking for better from the
brands. They want to give the brands their money, in exchange for the products that
excite them. However, when unfair releases, and scarcity marketed as luxury
become the norm, they become increasingly frustrated, disenfranchised and
disenchanted with the sneaker shopping experience. Whether brands are aware of
this or not, it is not something the sneakerheads in this research discussed to great
length, and while many retail stores make clear that fairness and accessibility are
their priorities when it comes to limited releases it can appear the brands themselves
do not have the same priorities. Choi and Kim note that sneakerheads purchasing
patterns are driven by “resemblance, rarity, and inequity”, and brands are typically
focused on the resemblance and rarity, it is often left up to retailers to shoulder the
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inequity, in terms of release structures and fairness (Choi & Kim, 2019, 141). Of
course, major brands have their own release platforms such as Nike SNKRS app,
and Adidas confirmed app, which give users a chance, but participants were quick to
note that this was by no means a fair chance, due to the ease of botting said
platforms. Sneakerheads, as pointed out by Choi and Kim, have a degree of cultural
loyalty, and so more so than generic consumers, there is so much they are willing to
forgive or let go of, in terms of their expectations in the exchange of purchasing
goods.

Brands are so crucial to the sneaker experience, their identifiers, logos, styles, and
innovations are what gives sneaker culture its bones. Without the Nike swoosh, a
Cortez is just a very plain sneaker. Without the three stripes Adidas Sambas would
be unremarkable. Branding is what the allure is, even for subtle pairs, the tiny
glimmer of digits to recognize a Common Projects, or a second take to see if a pair
is. Like the iconography of a Yankees cap, or a Louis Vuitton purse, branding in
sneaker culture makes for easy codifying. You can tell who is who and what they are
about by their branding choices. A sneakerhead will notice someone on the street
wearing Nike socks with Adidas trainers, or Adidas track pants while rocking a pair of
Jordans. Branding creates divisions, and faux pas. But it also makes for quick
connection. A shared nod between heads acknowledging a retro pair. Subtle glances
and smiles exchanged in passing.
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Sneakers, streetwear and fashion theory
“When, how and why do clothes become fashion? Fashion is more than mere
clothing. It is a moment of invention, a distillation of desire, a reflection of a zeitgeist”
- Publishers notes on When clothes become fashion: Design and innovation
systems, by Ingrid Loschek. These questions resonate into sneakers too, they do
more than provide coverage, both fashion and function.

There is something powerful in the fashion cycle, how the pendulum swings from en
vogue, to old hat, the timings of the ins and outs of trends, the de rigeur,
timelessness. Sneakers are increasingly entering the fashion sphere, and it has
been a slow phase in. Where once streetwear and high fashion were so obviously
separated, the gap is shrinking between these worlds enormously. Sneakerheads
are competing with fashion forward consumers, and the interest in limited edition,
and even staple designs, is steadily growing. Five years ago, I could walk around the
university campus and get excited if I saw one other pair of noteworthy trainers, now
I see them multiple times a day, and on increasingly different groups of people.
Some sneakerheads lament this, their exclusive group is being infiltrated, but I
welcome it. Seeing cool shoes excites me, and only pushes brands to deliver more,
and deliver better. The ever-changing boundaries of the fashion, streetwear, and
sneaker worlds, is an interesting phenomenon.

It is often regarded that fashion is cyclical, and as we are beginning to see, as
sneaker culture and the shoes that it was built on, begin to reach historical
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milestones. The collective nostalgia pendulum well and truly hit the late 80’s and
early 90’s, and thus we see Air Jordan 1s reaching peak consumer interest, as they
cycle back into fashion. Interestingly, this pattern does not behest all sneakers that
were once cultural movements, while the Adidas Superstar - or shelltoes - had their
renaissance in mainstream fashion recently, we have not seen similar cultural
fondness in fashion to its counterparts in the Puma suede in recent years, but could
well do in the near future.

Some cycles are shorter or longer than others however, for example the Nike
skateboarding dunk, whilst it was never fashionable per se, rather popular amongst
sneakerheads about ten years ago. It lapsed into sale racks and discount bins for
many years, and recently has become one of the most sought after silhouettes by
sneakerheads. Nike SB (skateboarding) was only launched as its own subdivision in
2002, and thus the historical relevance, which is so integral to sneaker culture, had
not had enough time to grow its roots. Now 20 years later the resurgence in
popularity outside of skating is in some part down to the cyclical nature of sneakers.
Not only this but the significant effort Nike is putting into SB Dunks and the SB line in
terms of massive collaborations, and consistent well executed design, and amongst
sneakerheads SB Dunks are frequently regarded as some of the best quality
sneakers by Nike at the current moment in time, as other sneakers are seeing huge
lapses in quality of material. Many influences tie into this resurgence of interest, from
the general increase of interest in sneakers, to the exciting brand collaborations
happening at Nike SB, to celebrity endorsements, internet culture, and social media
popularity. It would no longer be farfetched to see the Nike SB Dunk, front row in
fashion shows on the feet of celebrities and fashionistas. It has crossed the line from
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a skate sneaker, to a hype sneaker, to acceptable fashion footwear. Of course,
brands have a lot of power in this, but the cyclical nature of fashion comes into play
here too. Trends we once wished we could participate in in younger years, and are
able to as consumers age into financial stability is very significant in the Air Jordan 1
renaissance. People who were very young whilst Michael Jordan was playing
basketball are all now late 20s to mid 30s, and collectively able to put disposable
income into the things they pined for as children. Thus, the nostalgia pendulum
swings into the Air Jordan 1, and brands pay attention to this timing, more
awareness for a product, more releases, bigger brand collaborations, suddenly the
Air Jordan 1 is everywhere, from celebrities to teens at their local mall. There is an
accessible entry point for every consumer. Sneakerheads typically stick to the highs,
and some the lows, but the mids give the regular consumers who are seeing a
sneaker come into fashion a chance to participate without needing to be part of
exclusive drops and compete for retro models.

Just recently I purchased a retro of an OG Jordan 1 low, in the neutral grey and
white colourway. Due to shipping delays, the women's version of the sneaker was
released whilst the men’s drop had been pushed back. Even so, knowing a men’s
drop was en route, the lineups for the women's sizes were dominated by men, lining
up to wear or sell for a small profit. Whilst this is not Jordan brands sole reason for
having more attainable styles such as the mid, it shows that within the current
community ethos, that when women’s styles end up in the hands of men, most
women who might like the shoe, don’t even get a look in at least not at the retail
price. The more mainstream silhouettes exist to give all levels of sneaker consumers
access to the ideology, and the feeling of owning of the Jordan 1. Comparable to the
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way high fashion labels often have more affordable off shoot brands beyond their
mainline, to target different consumer groups. For example, Marc Jacobs has Marc
By Marc Jacobs, or Fear of God has Fear of God Essentials. It takes the niche
fashion brand, or cult sneaker as is this case, and brings new consumers into the
fold. A lot of sneakerheads start out on the more accessible models, and as their
interest in the culture amps up, they move on to the more limited releases as their
knowledge, access and network grows. These offshoots are intelligently introductory,
the feeling when someone comes up to you and compliments your sneakers is so
gratifying, many sneakerheads acknowledge chasing that feeling. This is a
significant social function of sneakers, the links they make for you with other
collectors and the excitement that people can share over each other's pairs.

Luis recalled a story where a pair of sneakers that he purchased to reflect his
interest in anime, become a gateway to an interest in sneakers more broadly:

“I made a custom pair of Nike Air Force 1 Highs for my 14th birthday on the
Nike for you app. I made them to replicate a design I saw on my favorite
anime at the time. I didn’t care about fashion or shoes at the time but the first
day I wore them I a rush of pride and excitement even though i thought
nobody would ever look down past my face to see them, then I got a
compliment from a complete stranger. I wasn’t very confident and had very
bad self-esteem issues so those kind words went a long way. Sometime later
I posted them online and had many wonderful sneakerheads compliment
them as well and i fell in love with the community and the people in it.”
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Like every community, the people in it are what creates the culture. Luis experienced
the moment every sneakerhead does, that first interaction where a sneaker
connoisseur compliments you, and with it comes a euphoric realisation, that all
shoes you wear should have the power to make you bond with people and feel that
great. My partner often reminds me how a sales assistant, and now friend,
complimented her on her Yeezy Calabasas and supreme sweatshirt, he looked at
her fit and said “oooh dripping in heat” and she looked at me like he was speaking
another language. The compliment, once translated to her, is something she is still
quietly proud of, and it brought her into the cultural fold, understanding further what
the community was I was a part of. This is a perfect example of that gnostic moment
that the culture is fuelled by, and what draws people into participation.

Bringing others into the community with you is part of being a sneakerhead, partners
and family members and friends often catch on to the excitement of sneakers. Many
children have been brought into the sneaker scene through watching their parents
participating, and grown up to continue the passion.

Collaborations are the current heavy hitters in the sneakersphere, consumers gain
an associative capital, and brands benefit from collaborative capital. For example,
Adidas and Kanye West, easily the most widely recognized collaborative capital,
Adidas gains great exposure from the Kanye West association, and obviously the
Yeezy line gains significant income for both parties. However, it is the consumer
cultural capital gains that are of such huge power here. To wear Yeezys is to align
oneself with Kanye West, with the culture of celebrities, of ‘big baller’ rapper lifestyle,
of style, and success. The associative capital alone is enough to draw consumers in,
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the high price tags, and often questionable aesthetics do not matter here. To align
oneself into that world is worth every dollar. The success of the Yeezy line has
expanded beyond sneakerheads, and only took a short time to do so. Streetwear
collectors wanted in on the Yeezy brand, and incredibly so did high fashion. Yeezys
carved a pathway, and suddenly every sneaker brand has an incredible celebrity
line. Adidas added and improved on Beyonce’s Ivy Park range, Puma has run lines
with both Rihanna and Cardi B, Nike has always had collaborative appeal, but has
increased the types of collaborations and the number of them significantly in recent
years.

As we look to celebrity culture increasingly in the digital age, for not only
entertainment but also for access and interpretation of what is en vogue. By seeing
celebrities rocking the latest Jordans or Yeezys mainstream consumer culture
accepts those as fashion, not just streetwear.

Sneakerheads acknowledge the mixing of fashion and streetwear, and many survey
participants listed fashion houses, and various designers, in their reference points for
certain sneaker brands. For the sneaker community, their heroes being given
collaborative opportunities on silhouettes they love and respect is an exciting and
cautionary experience. You do not want to be left disappointed by lacklustre
references, such as the Adidas x Prada Superstar that left something to be desired
for sneakerheads the world over, their newest collaboration on the Adidas Forum
looks to be a better meet point for both brands, giving more stylistic nods to the
heritage of Prada and referencing their other works. The brands are also launching
Re-Nylon, as part of Prada’s ending the use of virgin nylon. The images of this
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collection so far, seem an excellent representation of both brands, and the
overwhelming response of the streetwear and sneaker community has been
resoundingly positive. “The Adidas for Prada Re-Nylon collection marks the shift of
the entire Prada production from virgin nylon to Re-Nylon, achieved by the end of
2021 — a milestone underscored by Lorenzo Bertelli, group marketing director and
head of corporate social responsibility.” https://wwd.com/fashion-news/designerluxury/prada-adidas-launch-collection-re-nylon-1235023484/
This collection also signifies not only has the sneaker community been listened to,
but that headway is being made in sustainably minded design and production, which
will be further looked at in the final section.
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I guess we need to talk about resellers
Profit based participation. Community exploitative enterprise. Resellers. They are a
part of this community, and this culture and participants had a lot to say about it.

Your local flips-three-pairs-a-month-to-fund-booze-on-the-weekend teenager type is
not exactly what people are referring to in their survey, but they certainly do not help
in fostering a sense of community amongst sneakerheads on a local level. Especially
in smaller cities and towns where sneakerheads already struggle with finding likeminded community. The problems identified via the survey really highlighted the
community struggle with high tier resellers who secure 10s or hundreds of pairs from
a limited release product launch. Usually this is operating in moral grey areas, using
bots or paying for backdoor access to pairs. The average consumer, but more
especially the sneakerheads who care about the product, stand no chance against
this type of advantage.

Quick flips, and lots of them are what make people upset in this community. In the
same way speculation becomes problematic in flipping homes, or other assets,
sneaker flipping affects the community of collectors and enthusiasts when pairs are
put up for sale immediately at incredibly inflated prices. That an ROI can possibly be
over double overnight, shows that the problem is a lot higher up the chain than
ground level.

“I hate the way the game is right now! Kid resellers with bots killed the game. Over it
unfortunately.” - Jayten echoed the sentiments of many collectors. The profit margins
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drew in the ‘entrepreneurial’ crowd, and those who buy to wear simply cannot
compete. When any hobby becomes exploited for profit, those in it for their passion
lose. Capitalism will do that to most any limited collectible. Supply and demand is
fickle and soulless, but completely rational. Of course, if you can put in minimal effort
and get reasonably guaranteed profit margins in a tax-free way without doing
anything illegal, to many folks the logic is obvious. “Resell market is killing the
community” Pauly N responded in regards to the sneaker community in general,
brands and retailers are surely aware of this disconnect, and it is long overdue they
find more cohesive solutions. Disenchanted feelings from loyal consumers, and
hyper fanatics has got to be taken seriously, it is no doubt damaging for business,
but also has long term risks. Say the demand for sneakers declines as fashions
change, and brands have disregarded the community who were around before the
‘hype’ and before resell existed, do they not stand to lose their support in the future?

Financial speculation; “There are a number of ways we can control speculation, or at
least keep it within bounds that might diminish its harm. Perhaps first among these is
tax reform, as I’ve outlined in my previous research on the topic. Establishing a
punitive capital gains tax regime for flipping an asset too quickly and something
approaching tax relief for longer-term holdings, ideally on a sliding scale, would go a
long way toward eliminating non-economic “investments” (Mitchell, 2014). I wonder
how these types of policy changes can impact something as seemingly low level as
sneakers in context against flipping houses.

“There are sneakers and there are sneakers, not all sneakers are created equal.
You're not going to wear a pair of kicks from Kmart to the boardroom.” Dr Emily
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Brayshaw is a lecturer in fashion and design at Sydney’s University of Technology
and says Generation X is moving into the boardrooms and taking our sneakers with
us25. We know corporate rules are relaxing, as wellbeing of staff is prioritised, so too
are their wardrobe regulations - many companies are realising you can be taken
seriously in sneakers, and they won’t impact the quality of work getting done. How
does footwear become such a topic of conversation, even as sneakerheads are not
necessarily the ones leading this? Is the casualization of things just timing as the
sneaker community grows bigger? What will that mean in the future, in post covid
times on the return to workplaces? Does the sneaker represent a disruption in the
current social and economic status quo? Only time will tell. I have a feeling many will
not be rushing back to corporate attire with gusto.

On sneakers at work: “wearing them makes me feel like I’m breaking typical social
conventions - at least they used to, these days they seem to be much more accepted
as daily corporate attire” - Michele Zagami.

It could be speculated that footwear is simply the appropriate outlet, in terms of
scale, and perhaps bodily location, that feels acceptable to comment on.
Complimenting a perfect stranger on a tee shirt feels somehow slightly more invasive
than on their shoes.

Occasionally, when something happens amongst my sneaker peers, or I think about
it too much. I really can see the harm, the financial harm, that being a sneaker fiend

25

https://www.stuff.co.nz/life-style/fashion/124570140/boardroom-kicks-the-rise-of-the-officesneaker
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entails. If that is being unable to fill your car, pay a bill, or go out to eat with friends or
something similar, because money has been redirected into sneakers, then there is
a problem at hand. I think how hard that must be to admit, and how buying sneakers
can really impact the day to day responsibilities people have, especially the younger
heads. I can see how resell does allow some participation in terms of alleviating the
costs incurred. A double-edged sword. Fund your own pairs via resell and be
financially sustainable and inevitably make other sneakerheads’ participation harder
through doing so.

“Resellers using bots. Stop multiple purchases, everywhere should use raffles for
limited releases, implement laws to stop scalping” - William K. It sounds so simple.
Implement a law, figure it out. However, the intricacies here are huge, and really not
enough of the population really cares. It has been interesting in New Zealand seeing
the recent uproar over MIQ slots, and the use of bots to beat the odds in booking a
hotel spot. To sneakerheads this is old news, but the general population was
shocked. Greg Lynch echoed William K and others sentiments: “Scummy resellers
buying all the stock using bots. This can be improved if retailers get serious in
stamping out Thai [sic] problem but they won’t because money is money no matter
who it comes from”, and he has a point, if the shoe sells out then many stores do not
really mind how it happens.

This type of financial instability is fuelled by the mammoth amount of releases
happening at any one time. Avid connoisseurs cannot keep up, and the excitement
that participating brings, can make it feel as though they need to keep up to be
validated. While I listened to a podcast recently, a local sneakerhead explained how
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he adamantly felt that numbers in a collection cannot and should not be reflective of
authenticity, or bring status to the sneakerhead 26. I am inclined to agree, when I first
started out following sneakers and being passionate about the community I had only
a handful of sneakers, and nothing that really equated with ‘hype’, which often made
me feel as though I was not good enough to share my opinions and participate in
discussions. I did not attend the sneaker releases locally because that was
intimidating to do alone. Now I have not only a collection but also a community, I get
to think about the other barriers for participation. Finances come up constantly, and
are always the first topic of consideration around a new release. That is normal, for
young people to be working out their financial literacy by trial and error, and
especially those of us who are working around study, but having time sensitive
releases crop up, and they do often with very little notice, does not allow for great
planning of ones finances. I notice it my own life, and in my own sneaker shopping. I
keep a separate account with a buffer amount to cover me for any spontaneous
releases that I might be pushing it to afford. It’s not the best method but it allows me
the peace of mind that if a grail pops up at a great price that I can go for it without
having to sacrifice day to day life expenses, or not be able to afford food.

Wear your sneakers wherever you go,
even a smooch in the drive-in show …
Do anything you want to do,
As long as I’m wearing my tennis shoes!
(Youngblood and Steinberg. 1959)

26

https://open.spotify.com/episode/0254Xni2vuWkH0DZUUy9ys
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Major sneaker brands are reaching a point of decision. While they know the resale
market means their hype releases will almost always sell out, thus creating demand
for future drops, an awareness is building around the cultural disintegration it fosters.
They are beginning to lose the sneakerhead customer base who feel the fairness is
gone, and the products are not worth the extreme efforts they need to go to acquire
them. After the recent scandal where Nike VP Ann Hebert resigned from the
company after a Bloomberg Businessweek publication unearthed her son’s resell
business was directly benefiting from her position, and Nike launched an internal
investigation that confirmed to many sneaker collectors what they already suspected,
that not only are launch products not launched fairly, but are even weighted heavily
against them. Nike, to their credit, has owned the problem, and claims to be ready to
do better by consumers.

“Nike CEO John Donahoe discussed what action they will take to regain
consumer trust and create clearer policies for what conduct is appropriate for
employees. “There’s no value more core to who we are than the trust our
consumers put into us and our brand and our products,” Donahoe said.

“And the fact of the matter is, this incident has sparked questions in some of our
consumers about whether they can trust us, particularly around launch product.”
(Dunne & Jones, 2021). This is interesting, and important, as Nike is clearly
understanding the importance of the sneakerhead to their overall branding. Most
consumers of Nike products do not fit the profile of a sneakerhead, but for the brand
to be concerned about the disproportionate influence of the sneaker community tells
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us they are acutely aware of the influence the community holds. If the sneakerhead
is part of their branding, they cannot afford to lose them, not only as loyal consumers
but as ambassadors and advertisers.

In the Complex article ‘Nike’s Resell Scandal and VP Ann Hebert’s Resignation,
Explained’ Dunne and Jones as “Was she helping him get limited-edition sneakers to
resell for profit? How aware was she that her son was doing, according to Bloomberg
Businessweek, $200,000 in monthly revenue? How aware was Nike?”, which are the
same questions that frustrated sneakerheads had, and many brought this up in my
survey. This scandal epitomizes the plight of modern day sneaker collecting (Dunne
& Jones, 2021). The simple line up and camp out is no longer the system, which on
the surface keeps launches reasonably fair, but for a number of other reasons, is
exclusionary. Thus, in the times of contemporary release methods, consumer trust,
especially amongst the sneaker community, is built less upon the traditional values
of quality, and other product focused factors, but more so on the brands ability to get
the pairs into hands of those who are perceived as legitimate, and to give
participants fair chances, taking the utmost steps to deter cheating the systems of
raffles or the like. When Ann Hebert’s son gets access to tens or hundreds of limited
pairs, the system is clearly not fair, and thus the trust is broken.

“When the story about West Coast Streetwear and the reveal of Joe’s familial
connection to Nike went live, many speculated that his mother was materially
supporting his business by procuring limited sneakers for him to resell. In her role at
Nike she oversaw SNKRS, the oft-maligned mobile app notorious for frustrating
consumers with limited-edition drops and quick sellouts. Sources, some of them
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resellers also based in Oregon, tell Complex that was not the case. They say that the
majority of his stock was acquired through using bots, programs that cheat releases
by buying out stock at lightning speed, for online sneaker drops. They also say,
though, that his proximity to Nike helped him build a network of people who were
willing to buy stock on his behalf for his business at Nike’s company store in
Beaverton, Oregon. At the store, which is open only to employees, their family, and
special guests of Nike, product is available for 40 to 50 percent off original retail
price. This makes anything purchased there automatically more enticing for a
reseller in terms of profit margin.” (Dunne & Jones, 2021).

While they will never release the full story to the public, it was easy to put two and
two together, and the sneaker community seethed. Positions of power often lead to
abuse of that power, it seems to just be the nature of humanity. While I believe being
able to assist your family, friends, and of course get yourself the shoe of the minute
whilst working high profile jobs for various sneaker companies, is simply a perk of
the career path, I lose any sympathy for the family when the scale is as significant as
Joe Hebert’s access as pictured below. Many female sneakerheads noted at the
time how a woman’s career in the male dominated field of sneakers, was so easily
dispensable and at the hands of her own son. Some referred to him as chinking the
family armour. I am inclined to agree, he could have followed her into the corporate
world of sneakers, with all the connections he could have dreamed of, but like many
people experience in the sneaker sphere, the short-term greed of resale profit can
take priority quickly over more long term connections and opportunities.
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This image was shared on Joe Hebert’s reselling Instagram page and used in the
Complex article (Dunne & Jones, 2021). For the average sneakerhead, just getting 1
of those coveted black and red boxes on a Jordan release day feels like Christmas.
Knowing their inflated value, off this one release, Hebert stood to make thousands
and thousands of dollars. It is not hard to see where the anger comes from. Even if
he is using bots, as the community sources suggest, his mother’s role overseeing
the SNKRS app certainly rings alarm bells, and caused significant speculation
among collectors. What was beneficial amongst this controversy, was the
discussions it created. Sneakerheads talked privilege, honor, and respect, we talked
about fairness and reality. What that told Nike, and maybe other brands listening in,
was that the community was not going to accept these types of injustices. Losing
when you had a fair shot is okay, losing every single time because what you thought
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was a fair chance was more unfair than you imagined, is what makes brands lose
customers. No one who collects sneakers is happy to pay resell, and certainly not
pay resell for every release that comes along.

When a connoisseur is jaded by the realities of participating in sneaker culture we
see responses like that of MJ who claimed he “would never refer to myself as a
sneaker-head. I like buying sneakers but I want no association with that ‘community’;
they're mostly wankers”. By not actively shutting down the exploitation of the culture,
brands are standing by losing the loyalties of those who are there regardless of
resale value, and therein lies the problem.
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Bots
Over New Zealand’s level 4 August lockdown in 2021, I was able to learn more
about the growth of bots in the sneaker game. To most regular sneaker heads,
botters and bots are mysterious and complicated, and no one really quite can
articulate the ways in which they operate. However, through some second-hand
experiences, and a lot of likely dumb questions, I am beginning to form a very basic
understanding of what goes in to running, setting up, and buying the software which
enables mostly resellers, but also some collectors, to increase their chances
astronomically at hitting pairs at retail compared to the regular or as they are referred
to in botting ‘manual’ users.

The more questions I ask, the more it appears this could be a thesis in itself. The
future seems to be deduced to AI capitalism, and botting is the start of such change.
Botting is common practice, in a comparable limited edition market in which resale is
also prevalent, concert tickets. In that world, botters selling their tickets for inflated
prices are commonly referred to as scalpers, and in a more general sense, seen in a
much more negative light than sneaker resellers appear to be in general society. The
people I spoke with about bots will for their sake remain anonymous, and the
questions asked and answers gathered are going to be addressed in a more general
sense, as to give a basic overview to botting. Further research would be very
interesting and benefit from an in depth and participatory case study perhaps.

To buy a bot is the most common way to get into botting as an activity, to actually
code your own software is not the standard practice. However, I would wager the
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real money is in selling the bots, versus selling the sneakers one is able to purchase
via botting but I digress. Like any software purchase there are a spectrum of bots
available, some good, some less good, some almost invincible.

It is important to bear in mind that the success of these bots relies on a multitude of
factors, and they can be a lot of admin to run, you do not simply purchase, install and
click go to get all the profitable sneaker releases that easily, or we would all do it.
The types of online sites a bot can run on is a factor, the amount of other bot users in
the region, the sites ability to screen for botted orders during and after checkout, as
well as more surface level things such as your computer's processing power, and the
quality of your internet access. There are a lot of small things that go into setting up
botting software, including the process of ‘jigging’ addresses. Sites can register
addresses like ‘123 Blank Street, Suburb, Postcode, City, Country’, but can also
register ‘Leave by front door, 123 Blank St, Suburb, Postcode, City, Country’ as an
entirely separate address by only making minor changes such as abbreviating street
and leaving a simple delivery instruction. Of course a human checking would see
these are the same address and thus by most raffle standards a fraudulent entry, but
computers do not register that the same. Again, to see any statistical success in this
method bots need 10s or 100s, in some countries even thousands of jigged
addresses, which require an astute attention to detail, and a network of postal
addresses - of course like all things there are ways around this like mail forwarding
and various services for postal redirection, but in its infancy most running such
software will need to organize shipping locations, and even a multitude of payment
options in terms of multiple credit/debit cards, or several paypal/apple pay accounts.
So, not quite as easy as those of us who are far removed from technological
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knowhow might have assumed. There is definitely room for some interesting
research into the world of botting, as it is not exclusive to the sneaker community,
but also has some really interesting angles of ethics, business development, and
futuristic ideas. People use these kinds of software for all kinds of limited items, like
concert tickets and art collectibles, anything which has value beyond retail, or even
for things that are simply impossible to achieve bookings for. During the MIQ lottery
system raffles in New Zealand in 2021, many services started popping up charging
people to run faster computers, entering dozens even hundreds of accounts for a
fee, and people used them! The generations especially who are not the most
computer literate, or people not confident in their computer skills would rather
outsource their chances if they feel they were better off for doing so. There was
public outcry about such services, and sneakerheads looked around and were
shocked how new of an idea botting was to the general public. For the most part
sneakerheads are quite used to their less than fair chances at releases, and looked
on at the MIQ botting as just another example of the ethical grey areas where life just
is not always fair.

Not only this, but buying set up accounts is a bulk buying business. Say you wanted
50 or 100 entries on a Nike raffle, or an Adidas Yeezy drop, then you simply
purchase software the bulk accounts, download a programme which runs them
during sneaker drops, match these profiles to the addresses you jigged, and link
which payment options will run with what accounts.

These sound like a lot of effort as individual steps, and by my understanding they
are. However, it is undeniable that after working out the various steps involved, then
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purchasing the software, proxies, and bulk accounts, email addresses and phone
numbers, putting the time in to jigging your shipping addresses, sorting out multiple
payment options, and testing the success, you are up with a significant advantage in
acquiring resellable goods. Say it takes a month to sort your system properly and
another to acquire enough limited pairs to sell to fund the set up, you effectively at a
hobbyist level are able to begin profiteering entirely, or funding your own pairs by
selling others. The neoliberal market at work. Again if it were easy everyone would
do it, and if everyone did it there would be no advantage in anyone doing it at all.
Some markets have hit this problem, more competition than is worth fighting for.
Some resellers picked up on this early and turned to selling their resell knowledge,
and running online courses, some botters turn to selling the programmes and
accounts they started off looking to buy. Others learn to code the scripts that makes
these features work, and all of these shifts lead to a greater dilution in the odds of
winning, more botters become competition for one and other let alone the greater
sneaker community, and its increasing numbers.

“Botters. Most people would say if you can’t beat them, join them. But it’s nearly
impossible. I’m pretty knowledgeable with bots but most people aren’t. it’s not a
simple thing to learn about and even if you have one, it’s not easy to get your hands
on a pair. Websites should hold raffles that raffle botters can’t enter. The best
example would be culture kings who uses SNEAKQL.” - Paige.

In New Zealand, where the resell market bloomed a lot later than in other countries,
it is not far-fetched to see a new sneaker resell account on Instagram daily. Younger
more tech savvy and of course, time-rich kids find these types of small profit low risk
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sales very easy to participate in with little more than a few hundred dollars and an
internet connection. The increasing demand for hype sneakers in the general public
sustains their sales, and to some extent the sneaker community, however many
members operate on trades only within the resell market, or do not pay above retail
on principle. It is likely that once the boom in mainstream fashion for such products
begins to taper off, these types of small scale sellers will be unable to sustain
‘business’ on sneakerheads alone. There are of course more major players in the
scene, that cater to the older audience who do not have the time to participate in
sneaker drops, and to whom the money is not a detrimental factor in purchasing
resale. The bigger name sellers/stores offer a peace of mind with a legitimate
reputation on the line. These are who I would wager are likely to withstand the
eventual drop off in resell business. We see platforms spring up to aid these stores
in running fairer releases, and thus those running bots have new challenges to
overcome, and likely have to sink more money into the changes in releases, as new
software etc. is required.

Those I have spoken with about running bots, were not willing to be named in this
thesis, and understandably so. They know the tension in the sneaker community is
often down to their types of software effectively diluting the chances of ‘manual
users’ or regular sneaker collectors attempting to purchase on the same sites. I do
not see this as a permanent part of sneaker culture, those in the survey certainly
expressed a significant disdain for the way bots kill off the chances of regular
sneakerheads. It came up time and time again, easily the most frequent mention of
what they dislike and would change in the sneakersphere. I imagine companies will
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want to operate better defences for their consumers, and instigate more fair ways of
getting limited products into the right hands.

A new platform called EQL, a sneaker raffle platform that retailers can utilize, is part
of the new wave tech that offers fairer chances to everyone in the sneakersphere,
giving resellers and collectors equal chances at the latest pair of kicks. A rough poll
among my sneaker friends and on my Instagram account reinforced my personal
opinion of this platform being a blessing for manual users like ourselves. Of course,
no platform is completely cheat proof, and they certainly have had issues with some
retailers, from order cancellations, to communication errors. However, even with
personal experience of those issues, weighing up the benefits of this fairer system,
against the problematic nature of other release methods, I see real benefit, and huge
time saved, in more retailers using EQL and other emerging software systems who
operate with the same equal opportunity ethos. Simply put, while it has problems, the
alternative is so easily rigged. If even the staff in stores are unable to pop pairs aside
for their friends, and all pairs are sold above board, or through the front door so to
speak, and the raffle is drawn fairly by an unbiased third party, then no harm no foul.
Of course, resellers are less interested in this method as they cannot find as many
ways around it. It could be argued though that by only selling the things they won in
total fairness, perhaps the sneaker community would be less hostile to their local
resellers, compared to the tension over the use of bots and backdoors.
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The Future of Sneaker Brands
A sneaker, and thus the sneaker brand, needs a variety of factors to be executed to
see success in the market. Ingenuity, creativity, timelessness, durability, wearability,
and excitement. Some perfect storm of these factors lead to great releases from
brands big and small.

A brand should aspire to the iconography of the Converse All Star, possibly one of
the most recognizable silhouettes worldwide. Almost all of us have owned a pair, and
everyone can identify a pair of ‘chucks’ with ease. The ingenuity and the risk-taking
factor is crucial to a brands survival. As Adidas found with its developments in Boost
soles, in 4D printed soles, and initiatives in ocean plastic recycling, consumers
respond positively to ‘the next big thing’.

There is a balancing act, between the next big thing, hype, and oversaturation. I
have heard ‘mistakes’ in that balancing act called ‘doing an NMD’. This refers to an
Adidas silhouette, which upon its initial release had sneakerheads going crazy.
Resell prices were high, exciting collaborations kept releasing, and the model was
held to high esteem. Adidas chose, as most companies would, to go full tilt on NMD
releases, every colourway imaginable, NMD in version two, NMD city sock, you
name it Adidas did it to the NMD. It became oversaturated, the market for them
crashed, once everyone's little brother and their mother had a pair, the hype died. No
more collaborations released, your local sneaker shop now sees NMDs on the
clearance racks, in the space of less than 3 years the model went from as hot as a
pair of Yeezys, to all but forgotten. Of course, Adidas has probably made so much
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money off of the NMD that its cultural positioning is no longer important. Personally, I
loved the sockliner type primeknit version of the NMD, but once they changed the
ankle liner, my interest in the model disappeared too. Sometimes companies make
changes for the sake of changes, and collectors get frustrated when they love the
original. Of course, Adidas would have made, and likely continue making, such
significant money off of the model that it’s reference to flopping culturally might be
laughable in the boardroom.
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The future of sneaker culture: A type of
conclusion
The new wave of sneaker careers is beneficial to the future of sneaker culture also,
the likes of Brendan Dunne, as referenced above, who’s articles become points of
call for would-be-sneakerheads and established connoisseurs alike. Sneaker
journalism is new, and Dunne was amongst the first wave to be established writing in
the field. Sneaker Freaker of course would be remiss not to acknowledge here,
which was founded in 2002 by Simon ‘Woody’ Wood in Melbourne, Australia. This
was prior to the social media pages, before social media even existed, and was born
out of a dream to receive sneakers, lots of free sneakers. Woody was often the butt
of Imelda Marcos jokes, at a time where sneakerheads were few and far between
the drive to create a magazine existed simply because of one man's passion. It was
a discovery of community when hundreds turned up to Sneaker Freakers Melbourne
launch.

“When the first issue of Sneaker Freaker dropped in 2002, my Motorola V70 rang off
the hook. Radio stations, newspapers and magazines wanted to interview this
sneaker-crazed nutjob who loved shoes so much he started a magazine. The Imelda
Marcos jokes rolled thick and fast once again, much to my amusement. It was an
exciting time.” - Simon Wood - (https://www.sneakerfreaker.com/features/thedefinitive-guide-to-sneaker-freaker).

It was about the same time that several places around the globe were beginning to
experience a shift to sneakerdom. Online platforms like Niketalk were launched, and
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iconic stores opened up to cater to the people. “Alife opened on New York’s Lower
East Side. In Berlin, Hikmet Sugoer rolled out the first Solebox boutique, just as
Sneakersnstuff, Undefeated, Footpatrol, Opium and atmos were fitting out their
debut doors” 27 Woody explains, not only the age of the internet, but the rise of the
sneaker boutique, and legitimate sneaker publications were all happening
simultaneously. Sneaker Freaker has been an absolute success story in the
professional side of sneakers. Paving the way for big digital media success in the
age of social media for a myriad of sneaker publications. Sneaker journalism is an
increasingly realistic career path, as more and more releases arrive in droves, it is up
to sneaker journalism to get knowledge out to the people, and to make learning
about releases and designs, an exciting and accessible experience.

Brendan Dunne describes his career as a sneaker journalist on the Sneak Peek
podcast, as “on a top level what we try and do is capture the sneaker releases
happening every single week which there is so many of in these days and try and
figure out where they’re releasing, how much they’re gonna release for and how you
can get em” and well as more broadly “capturing the larger trends that are happening
in the industry, any type of salacious things happening at the sneaker brands, which
designers are working with who, whos been hired by one company from another
company, what the next collaborations are from any given brand” 28. After studying at
the university of Oregon, and working various roles in sneaker journalism for over a
decade, Dunne is currently the General Manager at Sole Collector, as well as cohosting both the Complex Sneakers podcast, and Full Size Run.

27
28

https://www.sneakerfreaker.com/features/the-definitive-guide-to-sneaker-freaker
https://open.spotify.com/show/4StiuMLhgHT6KerLHeZhlj?si=586ab116e86a4391
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In the future, I expect these jobs to be even more commonplace as the sneaker
community grows. The more participation, the more likely it is for brands to increase
release quantities, as well as ramp up the frequency of limited releases. It may well
be one of the very modern plights, the jobs that will exist in the future in the world of
sneakers, likely do not exist yet. Just as being a sneaker journalist simply was not a
job prior to the new millennium. Reading the 45th issue of Sneaker Freaker I think
about how these writers, editors and journalists might never have expected to be
employed by a publication that focuses solely on sneakers. The ever changing and
fast paced growth that the employment sector of sneakers experience is
phenomenal. From materials specialists, to innovation designers, sustainability
coordinators and the like, some companies even have jobs dedicated to Hype, the
mythical sneaker culture opiate. Hype is hard to define, and in the current sneaker
climate, is the factor that sees a sneaker sell out on release day, as well as maintain
a strong value in the aftermarket. It is the sought after it-factor like coolness, that
brands are desperate to find, keep and reproduce. Working in the hype field means
understanding the ‘on the buzzer’ nature of releases, and the ways in which
information is shared and how quickly these criteria change. Jobs in this sector are
likely to be around journalism or publications, release campaigns in
branding/marketing/advertising, or in launch methods and platforms for fair releases.

Many participants shared their dreams of working in the world of sneakers, one
woman expressed excitement for a future in sneaker design, many wanted to open
their own retail or even resale stores, a powerful homage to the power of the
sneaker. Something loved so much on a consumer level, and a hobbyist level, that
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people are so invigorated to pave their way toward a career in the sneaker sphere.
Writing this, I think about the new jobs that will exist in five years, and I imagine the
increase in demand for sneaker brands to employ creatives, as demand continues to
surge. Collaboration experts and planners will become more commonplace, as
brands ramp up the successful concept of collaborating with brands, designers,
artists, and celebrities. I imagine, as in every industry there will be increased demand
for those with ICT capabilities, as we increasingly rely on digital media for sneaker
information, and digital release methods for sneaker launches. Not only this but
cross departmental employment looks to be a big move for the sneaker industry,
having skills in diverse departments and bringing things together. Working in fields
that complement each other, and bring in outside skills and knowledge make for
better products, and teams who are in touch with more than just their own scope of
knowledge.

More brands are looking toward a sustainable focus in sneakers, however as
Generation Z and Generation Alpha grow up, they will be demanding it. So now is
the time for these brands to plan and trial the new technology, or they will find a
generation of consumers unwilling to work with them. We know sustainability is a
core focus of these generations who realise they are the ones who will have to live
with the consequences of climate change. “We know that for Generation Z
(Generation Alpha’s older siblings) the environment is a key issue of concern. Many
people (particularly Gen Z) began paying attention in 2018 when fifteen-year-old
Greta Thunberg from Sweden began protesting outside the Swedish Parliament in
place of going to school. Her small display of personal conviction had a ripple effect
and ignited a global youth climate movement” (Fell & McCrindle, n.d.). For sneaker
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brands to keep up with these demands, innovation is not only desirable, it will be a
necessity. A new generation of sneakerheads is coming into the world, and they are
being brought into a world of environmental disaster. The future of sneaker brands
relies on great changes in their environmental strategies. There is a speculation
among the community that Adidas is moving toward vegan leather across their
range, as well as implementing further work with their partners at Parley, who collect
and recycle ocean plastic and turn them into sneaker knit, and various other
components to build more sustainable footwear.

“Monica Dreger, the former Head of Global Consumer Insights at Mattel, one of the
world’s leading toy and children’s entertainment manufacturers, believes one of the
greatest strengths of Generation Alpha is that they have the belief and action to
effect change” (Fell & McCrindle, n.d.). It would not be far-fetched to see their
collective power take voice to some of the bigger issues in the sneaker industry and
in sneaker production, over its environmental issues and general waste. “In addition
to the influence of Gen Z on their concern for the environment, the products, toys,
shows and entertainment that Generation Alpha engage with are also increasingly
focusing on environmental issues, which is also having an impact on them” (Fell &
McCrindle, n.d.). For brands like Adidas and Nike transparency around production, in
terms of ethical and sustainable manufacturing is going to be the focus of these
younger target markets.

Brands often make these kinds of growth to better serve the market. In the 90’s it
would have been almost inconceivable that Nike, Adidas, New Balance, Puma,
Reebok and the like would all have not only an LGBTQIA+ sneaker release, but
whole collections during pride month, even benefiting queer non-profits in the
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process. The move to diversity, and inclusiveness is only on the up. We see similar
nods to the diverse audience these brands want to reach during Black History
Month, and on other cultural holidays like Dia de Los Muertos, Chinese New Year
etc., where specific holiday releases come along to allow sneakerheads to keep
rocking kicks while participating in their cultural holidays. Where the collaborative
capital is found might shift, perhaps in the future it is less in the hands of celebrity
endorsements as we know it, but in environmental causes, charities, and even in
cultural references or organizations.

Younger consumers are already on the wave of second hand clothing, thrifting, and
vintage. It is not out of the scope of reality for used sneakers - especially well looked
after ones to take on that market, and the second-life focused consumer. Many
outlets exist to sell and trade used sneakers, and brands themselves are catching on
to that. Nike has launched ‘Nike Refurbished’ in select American outlets. Their
website states that “Nike Refurbished extends the life of eligible products by taking
like-new, gently worn, and slightly imperfect kicks, refurbishing them by hand and
offering them to you at select Nike Factory, Nike Unite, and Nike Community stores”
(https://www.nike.com/sustainability/nike-refurbished). So, the market is ripe for used
sneakers, and the brands are able to be responsible for making moves to see their
sneakers refreshed and loved again. While sneaker restorers have existed, and
many in the business of reselling have bought, cleaned, and resold in that order for
years, this gives a more legitimate reusing angle to a brand who has not often
thought beyond what happens once a pair of sneakers are sold to the initial
consumer. This endeavour will hold significant promise in the children’s and youth
market, as parents are often hesitant to get name brand footwear for their children
when they grow out of them so fast, but to know the pair can be resold again, and
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some of the costs incurred can be returned to them, will certainly make buying Nike
sneakers more appealing.

It has recently been announced, during November 2021, that Nike will be making
significant cuts to retailers supply due to covid19 supply chain repercussions. How
this impacts sneakerheads and the community is still unclear, but it will be hitting the
smallest retailers the hardest. Due to their tier system, Nike gives the most limited
and most hyped drops to its tier Zero stores, then the slightly less limited releases
will be at their tier One retailers and so on and so forth. This type of system means
stores have to sell enough of the general releases to qualify for each tier up, and of
course Nike is most concerned with keeping their top tier retailers happy. This lack of
stock for the upcoming seasons is the brand’s way of making sure they have enough
for their own direct to consumer launches, preferring to keep that direct line, than to
stock the stores that have supported them through covid, and were placing orders for
years before hype and resell became factors in the sneakersphere. What we might
see in the short term is the resellers winning out. Typically, it is the smaller stores
that make the greater effort at combating resellers, and in smaller towns and cities
the staff are more likely to know their local community, and their local resellers. Bots
are likely to see better success, as they have the upperhand in most Nike direct to
consumer launches, thus the regular consumer, and sneakerheads who do not pay
resell, lose out to those seeking resale profit. Whether this is long or short term is
unclear, but with the success in major releases, and hyped products abilities to sell
out without going through retailers, it could be appealing for Nike to do limited launch
product entirely direct to consumer in the future, and scale up their profit margins
without needing to give retailers a cut. This would signify a real shift in sneakers, to
see less of local releases and an increase in the digitised ones. Certainly, this would
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have pros and cons, and would require huge transparency in working towards more
fair release methods, but the biggest hit would be to the physical retail sector. If Nike,
and other brands went in this direction, we would begin to see less and less retail
boutiques, and likely more and more resale stores. While Nike appears to be making
these changes slowly in a post covid climate, other brands while suffering supply
chain problems in the pandemic have not as yet shown signs of following suit. The
community speculated that such a culling of stock would see resell prices rocket in
the weeks leading up to Christmas 2021, which it did to a degree, but whether that is
covid supply chain related would only be speculation. Many are reminding one and
other to shop at the local “mom and pop” - or small independent stores now, and not
to forget them in the coming months. That is the beauty of the sneaker community, a
major sneaker news outlet posts the damning facts, and people are quick to offer
ideas. Many claimed they would happily pay more to see sneakers produced in the
United States, comparing that shift to the Yeezy Foam Runners, which were recently
produced in America and have been a knockout hit in the sneaker community. While
the initial Foam Runner releases were made in the USA, subsequent ones have not
been, returning to production in China potentially signifying the difficulties that arise
when a product seeks to disrupt an already well established supply chain.

The future is bright for sneaker brands, and the sneaker community. So long as the
big brands are willing to adapt to contemporary priorities, like we have seen them
able to do in the past, as well as this addressing the convoluted narrative of fair
releases, and transparency in how this is done. Additionally, addressing
sneakerheads concerns around size inclusivity, and even a redefining of sizing
breaking the gendered barriers of Men, Women, and Youth sizing to better reflect the
everyone is welcome ethos the community is striving for. Of course, quality control is
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always at the forefront of the sneakerheads mind, and perhaps looking into a
recognizable grading system to better reflect the problem pairs, and give them a
value beyond being just waste. Another big issue is the limited runs, as has been
mentioned the pre-order system holds great merit in the sneaker community,
especially among the older crowd who do not need the hottest and newest pairs as
obsessively as their younger peers, and would patiently wait six or so month to
receive a pair they ordered when the alternative is paying astronomical resell price.
Not necessarily a fool proof solution to meeting the needs of a community, and
definitely will not negate resell, as many consumers do want products without the
wait, but gives those who cannot or will not pay resell the opportunity to still
participate in the culture.

This thesis is called Notes Toward a Sneaker Theory, because of its
I want to reemphasize that these particular areas discussed are the ones that do
need more discussion as we think more about sneakers. The trouble is that sneakers
are so common that we overlook what they do and how they do it. We need to rethink the sneaker, and sneaker culture because of the essential role in late modern
society. Those of us on the inside of sneaker culture understand what sneakers do,
but for those outside sneaker culture perhaps the best starting point is the statement
by Simon Wood, the founder of Sneaker Freaker:

“Strange, isn’t it, that a few bits of leather and suede sewn onto a slab of
rubber and wrapped in nylon thread could mean so very much to so many.”
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Appendix
1.Sneaker Survey:
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2. Human Ethics acceptance.
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